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GEAR UP!
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CEARUPVflTH.

CONTROL OF YOUR VIDEO CAMES CEARW FOR

MOREPOWER.ANDCETMOREFUN
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asciiPadSC-6 •• Fighter Stick SC-6
Introducing the new asciiPad SG-B'" and

Fighter Stick SG-6™ for your Sega

Genesis*. Next to the power cord,

they're about the most important

things you can plug into your system.

That's because we've basically

redesigned our new

controllers from

the plug up. They're contoured to fit

your hand like your favorite baseball

glove. And tough enough to last

through more than a few street fights.

While we're talkin' about street fights,

check out the six fire buttons. Yeah

that's right, six buttons—just what

need for the hot new wave of SegB

button games (SG-6's kick butt on

---
.

-~ 5^z_"on games, roc] D

in features be Turbo Fire, Auto Turoo

and Slow Mo. and you've got e-;-3

in your hands to send yt

into orbit. And since T*

none of that m

programmer e

you'll be able to take 'em

jour friend's house wit":_

called a cheat. So keep
j

open for the new asciiPad |

Fighter Stick SG-6, Theyn»|

new —and hey, they're a

: ire how

SCGA tie huhsst gusto Samfenfc rfSag^ft

Square. Inc. PO Bat 6639. Sn Msec ZZS
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Say What?...OvertieanJ at Sega
All the news and gossip rhafs ft to print..and some that ain't

Yo Sega!
Readers write in with 7s and !'s... _

re
SEGA GAME FEATURES

Eternal Champions

Lay your hands on the hottest Genesis fighting game yet!

Sonic CD „

Mitt*

You've never seen Sonic like this before!

Sonic Chaos _

Spin Attack wfth Sonic and Tails in this Came Gear hit

Sneak Peeks
A first look at some cool new games

Instruments of Chaos™ Stamng Young Indiana Jones ™ for Genesis....

X-Men for Game Gear....



SNA.
GENESIS*

>.

»-^™-

After getting slammed by

the Dream Team in hoops,

31 soccer-playing countries want

to kick our butts 'til we're Red,

White and Blue. So gear up for the

'94 World Cup with the world-class play of AWS

Pro Moves Soccer. Full-contact, professional

action. Teams based on actual Cup

records. And ten special Pro Moves,

asciiware^
for thfl U |

tjrriate m rea |ism and

control. Brutal slide tackles No-

K?T?'f^ loo '< Passes '

Precision high

REconwENDED kicks. Dramatic headers

and bicycle kicks. Even illegal

holds—and refs ready to bench

you, if they see it. For even better

control —one-Pro-Move-per-button—

get one of the new six-button controllers

like the asciiPad SG-F3 or

Fghter Stick SG6*. Or, build

up your team by luring top

players with astronomical

salaries. Astronomical

salaries? Like we said,

it's a wonder we didn't

invent it here, first.

93 (93 ftfenainmeiit Stare, k. re. asoPad. araPad SGfi. FqMff SfciSH. to

-—rtWrmMtan-ffl :an get al the Pre Ham isog a standsrt I*
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Youwon'tQnHH
what they're

putting inside

these days...



FREE SEGA EQUIPMENT
doesn't ?row on trees?

It does when it's the Keebler
Hollow Tree! This year, Ernie the Elf and

Sonic the Hedgehog team up to make
bringing home the hottest new equipment

FREE as easy as...

<D @ ®

Run to the Look for

store these guys
(red hightops optional)

GET INTO SEGA. COMPLIMENTS OF KEEBLER



Overheard af Sena * t
Sega VirtuaLand

Imagine a 30-story bronze pyramid with a

100,000 square-foot atrium rilled with the

greatest collection of high-tech amusements the

world has ever known. Thats Luxor Las Vegas,

a $375 million entertainment center recently

opened by Circus Circus. One of the main

attractions at Luxor rs Sega VirtuaLand, a

20,000 square-foot high-tech environment fea-

turing Segas most advanced arcade rides, such

as the AS1, the hit of last summers CES in

Chicago, VimiaLand also features Virtua For-

mula, a racing game that puts you in the drivers

seat of a race car, and pits you against seven

other drivers. Virtua Formula will let you expe-

rience the race from the drivers point of view, as

well as from the point of view of a spectator, on

huge 14 by 50 foot screens.

Luxor Las Vegas also contains new rides by-

Douglas Trumbull, the special effects wizard

who created the "Back to the Future" attraction

at Universal Studios. Three new rides are

planned, based on themes from the Past, the

Present, and the Future. Look for a full report

on VirtuaLand and Luxor Las Vegas in a future

issue of Seat Visions.

Yirtiia Formula

10

Follow the
Bouncing Light

Ifyou want to try doing something different after

lights out (lets say you're sick of reading the same

old comics with a flashlight under the covers), try

bouncing a Flashball around for a change. Essen-

tially a superball that glows on impact, the Flash-

ball won't cast enough light to read by, but it can

create quite an effect in a darkened room. A word

of caution: If you are thinking about a game of

indoor baseball, stay away from your mom's best

china. Flashbafls (by Cap Toys) are available at

most Tovs"R" Us stores.

Video Game
Workshop

The last weekend ofJuly was a special one for

many would-be video game designers and

artists. That was the weekend that Dave Albert,

a creative director at Sega, visited Santa Fe

Community College in New Mexico, and host-

ed a two-day intensive seminar in video game

design. Dave, who has been designing and pro-

ducing video and computer games for 12 years,

led the class through trie entire development

process, from the initial concept to a draft

design document. Santa Fe Community Col-

lege plans to offer more courses on video games

in the future, so hold on to those game ideas.

Continued on Page 12.
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Sonic at
Buckingham

Palace
During a recent visit to the Great Ormond

Street Childrens Hospital in London, Lady

Diana, the Princess of Wales, made a few

remarks about computer games and television.

When eight-year-old Omah Hunter asked Lady

Di if her children, Princes William and Harry,

like playing video games, she said that the

Princes liked playing Sonic the Hedgehog. Hey,

these kids are in line for the British throne, so

we hope Sonic was on his best behavior.

Poltergeist in
the Film House

You may have noticed something a little strange

in last issues review ol Electronic Arts' Haunting,

that game in which Polter Guy gets to frighten

the wits out of three different families. For one

thing, the screen shots looked a little, well,

ghoulish, as if large gobs of ectoplasm had per-

meated the screen. While this might seem

appropriate for a game that features ghosts and

poltergeists, it is not how the game actually

looks. We think that the film house (which cre-

ates the film that is used to print the magazine)

may have been visited by a poltergeist or a hob-

goblin in the dead of night, possibly looking for

a resdess relative long depaned. In any case, we

hate when stuff like that happens, so we

thought we would set the record straight and

show you some new screens, just the way they

look in the game.

Street Fighter
Update

First the Stmt Fighter 11 arcade game, then the

Genesis Special Gwmpion Edition, and now,

Super Street Fighter ij, the latest arcade machine

from Capcom. SuperSF /I features the original

12 characters, plus four new fighters—
Cammy, a Bntish special agent; Deejay a

Jamaican prize fighter; Fei Long, a Chinese

manial artist; and Thunder Hawk, a Native

American wTestler.

** kit

But wait, theres more— are you ready for

Street Fighter the Movie? Well, theres one in the

works, which should be out sometime in 1994,

A joint venture between Capcom and the

Edward R. Pressman Film Corp., the feature-

length movie is to be written and directed by

action-adventure veteran Steven de Souza (Die

Hard, Die Hard 2; Die Harder, Commando, Run-

ning Man), and will bring together the twelve

martial artists in a story of hostage rescue. Stay

tuned for more info.

Incidentally, in last issues review of the Spe-

cial Champion Edition, the legal language (you

know, the fine print that tells you who owns

what) was accidentally left off the page, (We

suspect it was the same poltergeist that played

havoc with the Haunting screens.) Anyway, for

the record, the missing legal line reads: © 1993

CAPCOM, USA, Inc. Street Fighter II Special

Champion Edition is a trademark ofCAPCOM.
All rights reserved.

Sega Youth
Foundation

Congratulations to Jim Buu of Dallas, Texas, for

submitting the winning entry for the Sega

\buth Foundation Logo Contest. We received

,5EG^

%?rW
hundreds of kbulous entries, which really

made the judges'jobs difficult. Look for a spe-

cial article on this contest in a future issue of

Sega Visions.

Meanwhile, the Sega Youth Foundation

coiimr.:^ ;-.--.r;ng talented kids everywhere

The following letter is from Carlos Romero, a

student from San Francisco who received a

Foundauon scholaiship to attend summer

school at Choate Rosemary Hall in Connecticut.

We think it speab for itself:

Myfamily and I have lived in the Army Street

projects for over rvxntyyears. In the projects

you see and hear die same stories every day,

mainly about drugs, fights, shootings, police

raids, people going in and out ofjail On every

building, on every halfway ofeveryfloor, in

every direction you see spray painted on the

walls, "RIP such and such." "Such and such"

refers to the name of someone win* hung

around the projects and was murdered... The

names are ofpeople of all ages, my age; your

age, any age.

At Choate Rosemary HalL things were dif-

ferent It was likegomgfrom the North Pole to

the Bahamas... At Choate, I son and heard dif-

ferent things. Instead of"Who got busted by the

police?" it was "Who got the highest score on

the quiz?" Or instead of "Hurry up and get in

the house before they start shooting," it was

"Hurry up and get to the computer lab before

the computers air nil taken!" Instead oflooking

up on the walls and seeing "RIP such and

such, " I looked up and saw library boohs or

beautiful paintings.

Ben though it was a lot ofwork, this

was the best summer I ever had in my life.

Thank you.

Sega Visions • December/Januarq 1994



FORMULA Ol\
There are no sybrds*^ 5'VW«
fo describe howv>r ^jM*

DIEHARD Game Fab magazine tried

They called FORMULA ONE'*
fastest racing game on the

planet." Not bad.

But they would have

nailed it if they /
had screamed

"the!@#$%

fastest racing game

an the planet!"

Believe it when you

see it— at your favorit

game store

today.

9
•»yr

the race

track at a

blistering

220 mph! And it's

speed you can hear

and feel! Race against

the real pros of Formula

One World Championship on 12

real tracks— from Monte Carlo

to Australia. Or go head-to-head

against a friend in split-screen action.

ven customize your machine

the tire design and air foil I

ARE
Sold and distributed in Amerka exclusively by



This year's coolest, craziest, funnest, loudest

Sega- Genesis™ smash: COOL SPOT.



.mar-g^aeiaocyuf*.

POT
coming soon for Sega Game Gear 1

7»pM



Vs Sega!

I'd like to ask you a question: Has the Sega Genesis

had a big effect on the video gaming industry?

M.R.70xford, PA

Thats like asking if theJumbo Jet has had a big

effect on travel. Without the Sega Genesis, the

video gaming industry would be about half the

size (and about half as much fun).

Vo Sega!

Yn a big fan of Sega Visions, but when [ got my
Aug/Sept issue I was disappointed at the new Sega

Game Ratings. Now my mother only lets me get

games that are rated GA. Games like Street Fighter 2

and Mortal Kombat are rated MA-13 but MA-13 is for

teenagers and I'm only 11,1 play Mortal Kombat and

Street Fighter 2 Champion Edition in the arcades and
" love them. But since they're both rated MA-13 my
mom won't let me get either of them. I'm sure there

are others who have the same problem. What should

I do?

M.B. Franklin, MA

Well, you could wait two years. Or you could

explain to your mom thai the ratings are advi-

sory only, and different people have different

ideas about what is appropriate for eleven

year olds. Suggest to your mom that you rent

the game for an evening, so she can see it for

herself. If she still thinks it's inappropriate,

you're back to Plan A.

Vo Segal

I would like to know what a "meg" is like "12

meg" and if it has something to do with "bit" as

in "8-bit" or "16-bit"?

.DTEast Meadow, NY

In video game parlance, "meg" refers to

the capacity of the game cartridge, just

like "gallon" refers to the capacity of a

gas tank ("Meg" is shorthand for

"megabit," which means, literally, one

million bits of information). Generally

speaking, the

16

4ti

greater the capacity, the bigger or better the

game (although there are always exceptions).

With an RPG or adventure game, for example,

the more megs the more levels or complex char-

acters it can have. With fighting games, more

megs means bigger characters or smoother ani-

mations. Everything in a video game cartridge

(such as the music, the animations, the back-

grounds or the puzzles) takes up room, so a

large part of video game design involves weigh-

ing and balancing the elements so that they can

all fit in the cartridge.

While megs and megabits refer to the amount
of information a cartridge can hold, bits (as in

"16-bit") refer to the amount of information that

the video game machine can process al the one

time. Because a 16-bit machine can process

twice as much information at a time than an 8-

bit machine, 16-bit machines are (aster and
smoother than 8-bit machines.

VoSega!

How long does a game stay on pause before it gels

messed up?

C.F./Ocean Township, NJ

Leaving a game on pause for long periods of

time (like a few days or a week) is more likely lo

mess up your TV than ihe cart or ihe game sys-

tem. This is because a static image (like a Pause

screen) can't do anything damaging to a cart or

system, but it can cause screen "burn in" to a TV
or monitor. If this happens, your TV will forever

show a faint image of the Pause screen, as a per-

manent reminder ofyour neglect.

W

^."»*_vri
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lave three questions for you. 1) Do you hook up

ei XR to your Genesis system or do the games go

K aJy into the headset? 2) If you do hook up Sega
:

r.h the Genesis system, will you also be able to

ok it up with Game Gear? 3) In the August/Septem-

- issue of Sega Visions you said that there is no way

EUg regular Genesis games on Game Gear. Ifthis

B then what is the Master Gear Converter?

You hook up the Sega VR to the Genesis system.

However, this doesn't mean you can hook it up

to any other game system, like a Game Gear. For

one thing, a Game Gear doesn't have the neces-

sary outputs to work with Sega VR.

As for the Master Gear Converter, it allows

vou to play Master System games on a Game
Gear, as its name suggests (Master-Gear, get it?).

If you were ahle to get Genesis games to play on

a Game Gear, they would run at about half

speed or less.

ega!

F\Vhais the difference between the old Genesis and the

Genesis, beside the sizes. And, is the new Sega

.
'.

. ompatible with the old Genesis, and can you

hook them together?

• \o address

The new Genesis has an updated and more com-

pact appearance. Both new Genesis and Sega

CD units are designed to be completely compati-

ble with the old units, which means you can mix

and match them in any combination you wish.

However, you should be careful when replacing

attachments such as the AC Adaptor or the RF

Switchbox or adding extra attachments such as

an audio/video cable. Not all attachments are

compatible with both Genesis models, so its a

$»d idea to read the package carefully before you

purchase any of these attachments.

to Sega!
Sewn

My sister keeps telling me if i play too many video

games, 1 will get a disease. Is that true?

G.FTBlaine, MN

Maybe she just wants you to stop hogging the

TV so she can watch 90210. As for getting a dis-

ease, we've never heard of one. However, remem-

ber that too much of anything can be bad for

your health, sojust play it cool.

Vo Sega!

About 6 months ago the Auto RF switch box to my

Sega Genesis broke and my brother hooked up an RF

switch box from a NES to my Genesis. Does it have

any effect on my Sega Genesis since it's not made for

the 16-bit machine?

KJ.GVBrooklyn, NY

The RF switch (or RF modulator) is simply a

device that tunes (or "modulates") the signal

coming out of the Genesis so that your TV can

pick it up as Channel 3. Because the signal that

the Genesis produces is a pure video signal,

rather than an RF (or "radio frequency") signal

it needs to be modified to work with a regular

TV While a non-Sega RF modulator shouldn't

affect your Genesis, it might not give you the

best screen image. As a general rule, it always

pays to look for the Sega Seal of Quality when

you're buying any peripheral or accessory for your

Genesis or Game Gear. That way, you are guaran-

teed that the peripheral or accessory will be com-

patible, and won't cause any problems.
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WHO'S THE TOUGI

HEAVYWEIGHTS L»



EST *#©%@! EWER?

It's inevitable. You're sitting

around, eating pizza with

your buddies when someone

brings it up: Who's the

greatest heavyweight of all

time? Marciano? Louis?

Ali? The debate gets ugly. Someone thhows an anchovy. Chaos ensues.

Now, you can settle that argument once and for all. Greatest

Heavyweights is the first and only video game to put all the

GREATS IN ONE RING. IN THEIR PRIME. At THE HEIGHT OF THEIH SKILLS.

You'll get Larry Holmes's jab. Marciano's

power. all's finesse. for an extra challenge

use your Activator'" or Six-Button Controller"

There's only one way to settle the debate over

who's the greatest heavyweight ever. Get in the ring.

HBIE

I I

r

H-8A&

WE SWEAT THE DETAILS.



ARK... t



™ Lvmnm

QSound and 360°— ns there is dang

logist Dr. Robert T. Bakker

knows his dinosaurs, and if

you pay attention, you will to

only JURASSIC PARK
ON SECA CD LETS YOU
TAKE OVER WHERE THE

MOVIE LEAVES OFF!

THETHOUGHT-PROVOKING ADVENTURE

AND JOURNEY INTO THE UNKNOWN

CONTINUE AS YOU MAKE YOUR WAY

THROUGH FUEE-MOTION VIDEO USING

CINEPAK" FOR SEGA. IT'S A SEEK- AND-

SEARCH MISSION TO UNtOCK THE

MYSTERIES OF THE PREHISTORIC GIANTS -

AND SALVAGE THEIR PRICELESS

DINOSAUR EGGS! UP TO NOW, YOU'VE

BEEN ABIE TO EXPERIENCE JURASSIC PARK

FROM A SAFE DISTANCE...

with SECA CD
YOU'LL BE THERE...

AND YOU WON'T BE ALONE!

The high-tech computer roc-

is the nerve-center for you

more valuable

losaur eggs...

[except your life]?

WELCOME TO THE NEXT LEVEL.



OVERVIEW
Sega is bringing fighting games to The Next Level with

Eternal Champions, the all-new Genesis 24-meg martial

arts blockbuster. The largest game Sega has ever released
on Genesis, Eternal Champions is a one- or twoi>layer bat-

tle cart with more of what you've been waiting for. Nine of
the coolest warriors ever to come from all across time.

Characters that are 25% bigger than those in Street
Fighter. More than 35 basic and 17 special moves per fight-

- er (we'll show you six basic and seven special

moves for each character). Exerting, shocking

Overkills, And a mix of features, modes and
choices never before seen in any fighter.

ou can play Eternal Champions

with three-button controllers, the

new six-button controller and even

the new Sega Activator, which

allows you to control your warriors

lighting with your own move-

ments. Hows that for realism?

In Eternal Champions you can

hone your skills with a Holo-train-

er, Dexterity Spheres and Practice

Spheres. Take on your opponents

in a variety ofmatch modes. Or

slug it out in a battle room where

you dodge projectile weapons

while battling. To design each

animations. And the soundtrack is

Sega took video of actual combat

for total realism...complete with

knockouts and knockdowns

...from the most arcane and awe-

some martial arts known. The

characters and backgrounds are

comic-book style with fast, fluid

Time to Fight
You play as one of nine warriors

taken from critical points across

time for a special tournament. The

Victor earns the right to battle the

Eternal Champion, The batdes

take place in one of nine back-

grounds keyed to the warriors.

Win and you get to return to your

own time and the life stolen by the

Fates. Each wamor has a look and

special attacks all his own. The

game delivers complete character

bios in the Information option.

With competition so stiff in

the fighting game field, good tides

have become hard to find. Take a

close look at Eternal Champions.

We know you'll be eternally

HOT HINTS
• Learn to use Taunts to hamper

your opponent's Special Moves.

.Try using Shadow's Shadow Mode
at the start of each match,

'/ Offense is the key to playing as

R.A.X. Use combos, Overloads and

Jel Knee Smashes to dominate

your enemy.

When Slash is cornered, break out

with the Running Head-Butf.

Midknight is most dangerous

when he's in close.

Phase often when using Jetta and

then spend your lime on a hit-and-

run style offense.

22 Sega Visions • December/Jan



Shadow Yamoto Special Moves

Time Period: 1993 JUL

Fighting Style: Taijutsu (Ninjitsu)

Shadow mixes Taiiutsu with

the art at invisibility (Ninjitsu)

and uses dirks, throwing stars,

smoke bombs and various

Bssnaassaasaa
flying Mine— Charge by pressing

Away tor two seconds. Ilien Toward

and Button Z. Does W-. damage. By Dressing Away lor two seconds.

then one ot three optiofls: Towanl

and Buttons X or I lor Star, Toward/

Up Diagonal ami Buttons K or 1 lor

Sriurlken, or lastly TiwanvDown
~

is K or r tor

Explosive. Dots 11% di

High Jump Angle Kick - Charge b)

pressing Down lor two seconds, then

Up and Button B. then either Down/

Diagonal Toward a comer. Does

Jonathan Blade
Time Period: 2030 HI

Fighljiig Style: Kenpo

Kenan, Known as the "nsl" method,

allows flexibility ollhoughl, action

and power, and minor and major

moves to deal with changing situa-

- Charge ny pressing Personal Shield— Press lotots X. Wild Fury Attach— Pr

Away lor two seconds, then Toward T and I slnwItaeewBly hx pre* sec- I and C for two seconds. Does up to

and Button Z. Does zero damage anils. Does zero damage Idetensin). 20% damage al 2'i per hit

(freeze).



Jetta Max special Moves

Stalght(X)

Lunge IY)

SnapU)

Thrusl !Bi

Swing (Z)

m
Wheel |C)

a

24

— Press Bat-

he* X, Y and Z simultaneously for

two seconds. Does 17% damage.



Slash Special Moves

est target. This style involves

kicking, somersaults and Iran

springs.

Depth CharoeField-PrtBlddm HfrMnRiM-rmiMwYiri Bio-Stun field- Press Bu

XndTsHHKwwKlikrlmsK- ZslBWtewwmilirlfwsKWifcH Md B siauftaiegtshj* Urn set-

ondt.HtH«HilcHtMtsntMwNh- hwmrt cwUcH HW wwW HiiiriMiHMiilcwnKlsniM

in BYee seconds ol charge. *ey will three seconds, ley will Bm * «* wtttrin Ira seconds, key will then

freeze lor eight seconds.

- v- v — Press Bi

and C simultaneously lor three sec-

toss Birh^ X, Y art Z slrnuUane- onds.H toe ewnent contacts held

ously lor two seconds. Does 15'« within tree seconds, hey will be

Toward and Button Z. Does 15%
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R.A.X. Coswell Special Moves

Time Period: 2345 JUL

Fighting Style: Mjay That KJck&oxing

This style is a mixture of powerful

kicks and devastating blows with

both fists and elbows. It is one of

the bloodiest lighting styles

known.
Ait Jets— Charge by pressing

Down tot two seconds, then

press Up and Button B. Thrust

lasts five seconds or can be

;d by Button B. Does 5%
damage on flame contact only

Lock and Laati— Press Bi

B and B simultaneously for twc

seconds. Does 10% damage.

JeiK-e? Sm?;:h— Chargebr

pressing Away for two seconds,

then Toward and Button C. Does

15% damage.

Overkills

Finding the Overkills embedded in the nine backgrounds is great fiin. Wfe are not going to give them away other than to show you a close-up peek at a few
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^9onic CD features a mini-car-

toon opening that sets the stage for

the adventure, showing 5onic and

his world like you've never seen

them before. As with any game in

the Sonic series, Dr. Robotnik is

the bad guy and the key to beating

Sonic CD is to capture a series of

special emerald-like stones: in this

case, Time Stones.

The object is to keep the evil,

egg-shaped Doc from ruling the

world by bending time with the

Stones. And, you have to rescue

your sweetheart hedgehog-ette,

Princess Sally, from Metal Sonic.

You can only get the Stones by

smashing all the UFOs in the

Bonus Rounds. And to get to a

Bonus Round, you need to have at

least 50 rings and jump through

the large golden ring you'll find at

the end of a round. Rescuing Sally

calls for finding Metal Sonic and

beating him at his own game.

If you have Sonicmania, just wait until you see the speedy

blue guy on your Sega CD. This is the title Sega CD players

have been waiting for. Sega's heroic hedgehog is spinning

adventure up to The Next Level with Sonic CD. Sonic's first

CD adventure, Sonic CD gives you over 60 levels of action-

packed, ring-grabbing fun in the past, present and future.

The Sega CD has given Sonic power to do things he never

could before. Spectacular time travel warps. 3-D looping

and bonus rounds. A new Speed Run that's almost as fast

as his Spin Attack. Killer Q Sound™ sound effects that will

. have you looking all over your living room for

scattered Rings. A hot rockin' soundtrack contain-

ing 35 new Sonic songs. And Metal Sonic, Dr.

Robotnik's most evil creation yet!

%«^*£S^lil,e»W"""•* MfcttMS;
all business,

only out "iere, but ra> *ere-
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Sonic-on-lce.

Jump to send Sonic spinning. You
can crash Sonic into the UFOs by
steering him with the D-Button

Blast past these to mark your place
in the round. Lose a life and you'll

continue at this spot.

Watch them red shoes bum! Sonfc's

901 a new move. Press D-Button Uo
and Button C to give him a superson-
ic run.

Doc Rohotnik-s first boss machine
can be beaten try getting past the

bumpers and delivering a few Spin
Attacks.

mr
Sonic CD Is huge. Each of the

rounds has a Past. Present and a

Future. Plus, there are seven

bonus rounds:

Palmtree Panic

Collision Chaos

Tidal Tempest

Quartz Quadrant

Wacky Workbench

Stardust Speedway

Metallic Madness

Sonic has two speed moves, the

Spin Attack and the Speed Run.

Press D-Button Down and Button

C lor (he Spin Attack. Press Up

and Button C for the Speed Run.

v- you need 50 Rings at the end of a

level lo get into the bonus level.

100 Rings will give you

another life.

ei/Januaiq 1994

II you beat the game without col-

lecting all the Time Stones, you

can play In the Time Attack

mode, which lets you play any

Zone except the last, over and

over again. Use this feature to

perfect your skills.

Obstacles in the Present may not

exist In the Past or Future.

Robot critters with sharp, spiny

backs will knock Sonic loose

from his Rings it you land on

them, even when spun up. Stay

on their level and blast right

through them.

Electricity, cold flames and other

game hazards can cause prob-

lems, even when you are spun

up. Find every Shield and Invinci-

ble you can.

You get points for every creature

you turn into flora and fauna.
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Collect lots ol Rings in the boss

k stages. When you get nil you can

recover a bunch each time.

Sonic is back, Jack! Sonic Chaos from Sega is the third

Sonic title for the Game Gear. This new super-Sonic treat

brings you plenty of what makes this blast-based hedgehog

great. Add his new Rocket Shoes and the ability to play as

either Sonic or Tails and you've got another big burst for-

ward in the Sonic saga. Our Blue Hero takes you on a one-

player romp across the landscape of South Island. Travel

through six Zones made up of three Acts each and six rJrf-

l ferent Special Stages where you grab the mysti-

cal Chaos Emeralds. Sonic and Tails have to use

all their super speed and spectacular stunts to

I stop Robotnik in this blazing game.

Tails or
Sonic?

You can play as either Sonic or

Tails in Sonic Chaos. The game has

two difficulty levels. You want the

rougher nde? Choose Sonic— he

starts with three lives, but no Con-

tinues. Want to take it easier?

Press Down and Button 1 01 2
*m SHL=

wwrnSplnDasJiotaheoulMe- T^eTo^Snlolach
miesttomlhesine. Find 'em!

""».

Use these Pooo Springs to bounce
across the level ai high altitude. Press
Bimoj? 1 or 2 to get off the Pogo

Sonic'snew Rocket Shoes last*

only about foe seconds. Use mem

wisely.

Choose Tails— he starts with five

lives and five Continues and can

fly over the more difficult obsta-

cles. achplayereamsaContirnie mMe"jK?!S'5r
for ever)' 25,000 points scored.

Either way; you face all the same

dangers with either player. As

Sonic says, "Gotta slide, Clyde!"

nying time before he has io rest

Don't spend too much.time collect

inn Rings in the Special Stage. Go

tomeChaosEmeraWaltheEnd.

mnnm
Collect 1 00 Rings to get an extra

life. Every 100 Rings collected by

Sonic in the first two Acts ol any

Zone will send him to the Special

Stage.

Bias) through walls, floors and

overhead blocks to gain access to

Rings and Secret Rooms with

power-tips.

Press the D-Button Up or Down lo

look above and below you lor

goodies and dangers.

You may need to use some ol the

henchbols as springboards. Don't

knock 'em off too soon.

Use the Super Spin Dash to zoom

over root edges and water.

Your score at the end of each Act is

dependent on bow many Rings you

collected and how fast you blazed

through the round. Remember,

25,000 points gets you a Continue.

Rack up these points.
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ight's havi

Daphne's missing, the Mud Men trashed your armoj,

the Shape Shifter's in your face, the Lizard King's a" ,r
jerk and the dragon's all over you!

Now you're in control of Dirk the Daring, armed with a

sword and an attitude. Slash your way through

the castle of the dark wizard and rescue Princess Daphne

from the clutches of Singe the Evil Dragon!

it's all hereAwesome animation, explosive sound... it's all

directly from laser disc to Sega CD!

Lead on brave adventurer. . . your quest awaits.
ISEGAC3B

adySoft
ReadySolt Incorporated



Take on the World in

Ten Olympic Events
This is the one you've been

waiting for. Challenge
Olympic Athletes or go
head to head against up to

three of your friends in ten

different Olympic events.

Compete on courses iden-

tical to those being used

for the 1994 Olympic Winter
Games in Lillehammer, Norway.

Think you have what it takes to

bring home the Gold?

SUPER G

The precision of

Slalom and the

speed of down-

hill combine to

\ challenge even

(the best skier.%

Lillehammer'94

SKI JUMPING

Get ready to really

catch some air on this one.

SPEED SKATING

Power down the

-? » •? straight-away

a - and muscle your

way around the

turns.

IB Otjiiei: Games is an {ffltial
I



LUGE

Yeah, you heard it right, steer with

your feet and break with your hands,

all at 60 miles per hour.

VX;

FREESTYLE-

MOGULS
Let it all hang

out, bang the

moguls, do some

aerials and don't

break your neck.



ENESIS

in your seat at every "crack!" In

addition to lmife-throwing secret

agents, you'll have to fight it out

with all manners of ill-tempered

critters and be extremely cautious

of the treacherous landscape at

every destination.

Co ahead. Beat the dust off

'our leather jacket, join forces

with Young Indiana Jones and save

the world again.

You can take on the Destinations in

any order you wish, except Germany

That one's last.

is spaas the

globe. Your mission is to search out

and prevent the transfer of vital

weapons technology between the

agents of various countries and

some notoriously nasty Nazi agents.

Young Indy's adventures take him

across the frozen, icy mountains of

Tibet, into India where danger

lurks around every comer, across

the Egyptian deserts into the myste-

rious pyramids... even across the

Tibet's snow-covered mountains are

a backdrop for the frozen lake. One

spill into the icy water will send you

hack to the beginning.

Teletype messages keep you

apprised of what needs to be

done...and what has occurred.

1. If you are successful,

you'll travel on to Germany to take

on the spy master himself.

This is the lndy you know and

love.. .one step

You have at your disposal a whip,

)1 and grenades, plus power-

up items found throughout the

game in crates, lndys whip anima-

tions are so lifelike that you'lljump



ALL-NEW 16-MEG MAYHEM!!
In the ring... out of the ring... OUT-OF-CONTROL! °-^^^

• ROYAL RUMBLE": 6-in-the-ring!

• "No-Holds-Barred Brawl": No ref... and no rules!

• Choke-holds, eye-gouges and back-breaking chair slams!

• More Superstars than ever— each with his own trademark move!
• Two- and Three-Man Tag Team battles!

•Tournament Mania: Win the Championship Belt!

You may be ready to wrestle... AdC\a\m
but are you READY TO RUMBLE?! !

.^M*!""

mUKBLS



Marvel Comics' X-Men take on their oldest and most danger
ous enemy, Magneto— in X-Men for the Game Gear from
Sega. Following on the heels of the massive Genesis hit of
the same name, X-Men on Game Gear is an all-new game
with six levels of x-olosive action. Join your favorite X-Men

characters as they try to keep the Vice President

of the United States from being kidnapped. Play as

|

any one of the seven available members of the X-

Men team against the forces of evil.

an elevator in me

I ake on the Mutants Sebast-

ian Shaw, Callisto and the

Brood Queen. You

choose the X-Men

team member whose

mutant powers will meet

the challenge head on.. .and

dead on. Play as Cyclops with

his Optic Eye Blasts, Nightcrawler

the swashbuckling comedian, Psy-

locke the mighty telepath or any of

the other four X-Men members.

Fight each boss and their minions

through regions like the Hellfire

Club, Madnpor, the Morlock Tun-

nels and Savage Land.

"Janvier in flfeMorlockSS!
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SMViEMALL
ONE STOP SHOPPING FOR SONIC™ GOODIES

T-SHIRTS ioo%conoN
.. Made in U.S.A.

1
ADULT

|ITEM#AS02
1 MEDIUM 05

1 LARGE 06
'

X LARGE 07

$12.95

YOUTH ITEM# YS02 SHIPPINGS

MEDIUM 02 URGE 03 HANDLING $2.50

X LARGE 04

$11.95

SHIP 8, HAND 2.50

PLUSH

TOY

ITEM# PA01

$19.95

SHIP & HAND S2.85

MACHINE WASHABLE
APPROX. SIZE 12"

SONIC HAT
ONE SIZE FITS ALL

ITEM# SHIM

$7.60

SHIP & HAND $1.95

BEACH TOWEL
30"x60" 100% COTTON

SONIC WALKIE TALKIES
4 TRANSISTORS MORSE CODE SENDER

FLEXIBLE ANTENNA BELT-CLIP INCLUDED

LUNCH KIT
ITEM* BT01 $15.95

SHIP & HAND $3.75

ROAD RACER SET
81/2FEETOFSNAPTRACK LAP COUNTER

MAGNETIC BASE FOR ON TRACK DEPENDABILITY

ITEM#LK01 $9.95

SHIP S HAND $2.75

HEAVY DURABLE PLASTIC

LCD

SLEEPING BAG
30W OPENS UP TO

3"x57" COMFORTER

WRIST GAME
4 STAGES OF

SONIC ATOMIC FUN

ITEM#SB01 $29.89

SHIPS HAND $5.00

1 1

J
NAME

j
CITY STATF 7IP !

1 HOMEP HONEf ) DAYTIMFf 1 '

1 ITEV- ITEM DESCRIPTION SIZE flTY PRICE SHIP&HAND TOTAL 1

|

|

|

^ SUB TOTAL

[[CALL 1-800-545-0591 JOHIO RESIDENT SALES TAX 5.5%

ATTENTION ! SEND ALL ORDERS T

J
SONIC MALL

1 403S EWINGST

| LANCASTER, OHIO 43130 Please al

| 2 Continental U.S.A. Daly

1: circle one Visa MasterCard

firwlrt Rani t _

aw 4-6 weeks lor delivery. Offer expires April 30.1994 |

TOTAL ODDER MINIMUM $7.50

Sonic the Hedgehog'" is a Trade nark )f Sega Er terprises Ltd.



Eaech area of the world is bro-

ken into two action areas and a

puzzle. Complete these and you

move on to the next region of the

world. For instance, go to China

and you will sail the China S

while searching the ship for your

family and things to collect. Then

you move on to the Great Wall

and do some seriously gnarly

atop the Wall itself,

jumping tourists and snatching

items. Lastly you go to the puzzle

where you slide the tiles

around until the Simpsons cartoon

is whole again. Finish the n

you are on to Mr. Bums' next

ibolical quest.

Cool, man! Bart vs. the World from Flying Edge for the Game
Gear sends Bart and the entire Simpson family on a world-

wide treasure hunt. Battle Homer's boss, Mr. Burns, who

intended for this grand prize vacation to be a one-way ticket.

|, In this one-player action cart you'll visit the Great

Wall of China, Egypt and even the North Pole.

Search for items and family members and com-

plete puzzles in your attempt to get home again.

FinM vour way across the Sahara,

collecting Items along the way.

Avoid tailing Icicles In a glacial

cave.
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AND YOU'REHISTORY"
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5EGR CD

I rapped on an operating table

,

Tiron Korsby, president of Cyber-

tech, has had his body invaded by

an enemy corporation . A miniature

brain manipulation droid now

threatens to take control of his

mind. Placed in a micro-sub-

mersible, you begin your mission.

Piloting four different vehicles

through areas of the body like the

Carotid Artery, Left Lung, Superior

Vena Cava and the Brain, you take

out the offending micro-droids.

Along the way you pick up bonus-

es for Auto-fire, Armor, Bombs,

Extra Speed and various types of

shot. Try your hand at a docking

sequence that tests your piloting

accuracy Microcosm delivers the

Sega CD at its best

You are flown In via Red Cross heio

to the operating theater, Cybertech's

corporate headquarters.

OVERVIEW
Join in a battle between corporate mega-giants in Micro-

cosm from Psygnosis. This CD shooter takes you inside the

body of a corporate mogul in a search for a brain manipula-

tion droid planted by a rival company. Blast attacking virus-

es and enemy defensive probes in this one-player, multi-

dimensional thriller. Over 500 megabytes of graphics and

sound combine to bring you cinematic-style images with an

1

original soundtrack by Rick Wakeman, a founding

member of the rock group Yes. Fight through six

different areas of the body in a journey to the cen-

ter of the mind.

Time is running out. Destroy these

defensive drolds in a fast and furious

game of hide-and-seek.

Fight your way through to the next

area of the body.
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THEY'D CALL IT A SUICIDE MISSION

EVEN IF THERE WERE 50 OF YOU.

ing everything in its path. And Earth is ultimately destroy their diabolical

about to become dessert. forces.

aralled 3-D It's so challenging you could just

eansm, uraxon's minions are die. And you will. Again. And again.

AVAILABLE AT RETAIL OR CALL 1 -800-757-7707.

You're on no set track. You choose

entire galactosphere.
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Sherlock Holmes
Consulting Detective, Vol. 2" Following on the successful first ShabckHdmaStga CD

adventure mum to the foggy streets of London to rack down
more dangerous mysteries as the pipe-smoking master of mur-
der mystenes, Sherlock Holmes.
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A swarming gang tackle by the Dallas Cowboys
is your official greeting from Madden NFL" 94.

And every other NFL squad has its own special

welcome. The Bills popping the rocket to stretch

'94 GAME HIGHLIGHTS
«o
FUUNH SEASON EA SPOKTS 4 WAT PLOT

FASTEST ACTION EVER | PLAYOFFS & SUPERSOWl
72 NEW PLAYS MEW PANCAKE WTS

The players are biggerand the hits

are harder all season long.

your "D."

The Saints'

backers

serving you pancakes. The 49ers
turning on the afterburners to blow
right byyour DBs.

; the biggest players, the fastest action ever

I

Bluffyour playcalling.

Customize audibles.

See ifyou 're still standing

by Super Bowl'
Sunday. There's

* Way Play for

and 2 All-Madden teams.

slamming tour-

nament action.

Visityour EA SPORTS dealer or call

[800] 245-4525 anytime. And letJohn

John's new commentary colors the action a*
season long with updated rosters and new high

Not only can you play a full NFL
, ? .. Z-7 h^Z^Z^T~~~^ steppln' player animations for '94.

season, playoffs and SuperBowl with

all28 '93-'94 teams, you also get the

38 Super Bowl teams since 1968.

I'2 All-Star franchise teams since! 950. » *„„/„/ < , ,, . ,,—.

Madden welcome you to the NFL.

aaNSPDRTS
If it's in the game, it's in the game™

igos. helmet designs, and Suner
4 Way PlayanO Electronic Ansa
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I terns and is fully up to the challenge... Are you

ihe Both-based Grayzon com-

I puter defense system has been

"net-jacked" Mankinds tare in

I space iscompletely in your hands.

I Using your Silpheed fighter, bust

I through convoys of alien ships,

I ride at sehous velocity through

I asteroid belts and drop into some

I crazy mazes on the outer hulls of

I enormous planet buster-sized

1 ships. Follow the dramatic story

line through sweeping cinematic

intros and intermissions between

levels. Search out energy power-

ups, point bonuses and items that

will make you invincible for a rime

or take out every enemy on screen.

Listen carefully to the dear chan-

nel voice communicauons from

the other pilots in your wingwho

alert you to the next threat coming

your way

| swmes gel you into lit! «»*_ ™
f^

'our IVeamrfr^- •

a1er each rou
are ideal.

Jfz^wwaraiijtariiiBi
""osrioWaotlle&< -A *

this is your enemy. He has taken the
"KgJTlHelliiree null He

Eranuuoora.ulero.l.i»esy«l™ ^
wli watte ol while enersy.

""iTZT--"'"

Wifeafs.

l-'Ioerefs

""coming
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TlreaWjsMiB In level iliree.,.
sreal-looklng, bin don I let Uiem"«« raur anentloit. Slay locusefl
on avoiding aad blasHna smaller
moving nb/ecls.

Pay attention to the on-screen

SZm"m lel,s »• »w

""'"•JonaHvoatons.Sevesoine
lor Be oosi areas, in level me

sy.itai" w,»»w«iii
use It near Jupiter.

To beat the level ttirae loss youlty

snloand avoid massive holts ofmm. His iirsi and last lolls are
dead center In the screen

;""i°J?
i"9"t«'loos It. level six

»o«
i
gel the chance to grove your

mule against more serious follows
"onllorgoi to colleclyout energy
power-ups.

^""'"MmWnaiionolshool-

In mis area 01 level su, move to the
olher sue ot are screen. Silpheed Is

iQIWMsicon here. The red color

late In level lour ynu are attacked

Jj
Jizhg yellow energy learns.

Jisls a good lime to use your E«|
Defense system option. Choose it al

J»
weapon Select tor level lour

then start it as you see the first

learn weapon.

level siis loss las apaltem thai is
fairly similar to the boss in level

Eft8"!1'™™' "veil him
ami as he nlaits away at koh. avolo
tie llasis and wall on turn

level five has some spectacular

^sllftomenetailauttheiowe,

™*o»nglhe enemies closing In

onyourourenolonanlntenalac-
trc sightseeing tour.
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SEGR CD

OVERVIEW
Leap in for some adventure/role-play Indy-style with Indiana

Jones and the Fate of Atlantis from JVC Musical industries

.

Point and dick your way through fistfights, puzzles, balloon

rides, car chases and terrific indy one-liners. This update of

the best-selling PC title of the same name now includes digi-

tized voice and CD-quairty sound effects. Explore over 200

amazing locations around the world. Join Indy in

this one-player quest set in the world of 1939, as

he tries to stop the Nazis from releasing the dead-

ly secret that sank Atlantis.

t in the game you find yourself in tody's office

wilh a decision lo make. Convince Sophia (your former assistant) to con-

tinue with Indy (the Team Path), go it alone with only your brains to

defend you (the Wits Path) or spice up the game with a bit more action

(the Fists Path). No matter which path you choose, you face huge ana-

condas (a big snake), camel dnving, car chases through downtown

Monte Carlo, submarine navigation and puzzles galore. Explore the mys-

teries of ancient Atlantis and beat Hitlers troops to the punch by finding

the lethal secret before the Reich can.

After cornlnclng the stage manager

lo go away, you must stop Sophia's

talk. Push the left lever, then the

righi and then the burton.

Use your whip to convince the jungle

rodent icapybara) to enter the center

dark path. This will get him ealen by

the anaconda.

Gel the bad mayo out ol the fridge in

indy 's office. You need it id move

the totem pole.

Pick up the late edition ot today's

paper. You need It for the stage

manager.

When you confront the doorman, you

have three choices of action. Either

talk your way past him (he's a big

fan of Madame Sophia's), sucker-

punch him or push the crates around

and sneak up the fire escape.

Get a lump ot coal and a dirty rag in

the furnace num. You might need

the lump ot coal lo throw at the book

to dislodge it (the book's in one of

three places). The dirty rag is used

wilh the arrowhead you find in the

lotem pole room lo unscrew Die

back of a bookcase.

You need lo get Steinhart oil your

back hy having Sophia lake him

aside and talk with him. Then steal

the lamp outside at the Trinket

Stand. Open the lamp and use the

kerosene on the tarnished Spiral

Design. Insert the Spiral Design in

the nose of the tace and then pull.

There's nothing you can do about

Steinhart stealing the Worldstone.

Your paths definitely cross later.

Maybe he missed something in

the tomb.

Look at, much and try to move

everything. The only way to find

items needed to complete the

game Is lo search each location

carefully.

It you get stuck, try using every

item In your inventory lo find an

answer. More often than not, you

already have the solution.

In conversation, use caution

choosing your responses. Some of

Indy's wisecracks can lead lo

serious trouble.

Each time you pick up a new item

or arrive at a new location, press

Start and write down the pass-

word. Save early and often.

' II you get stuck and are with

Sophia, chat with her. She often

knows the way to proceed.
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OVERVIEW
Stellar fire from Dynamix is a furious-paced battle to the

death between you and the Draxons. This one-person Sega

CD shooter is an intense polygon-based game that lets you

take your ship, the Raven, in any direction across the land-

scapes of six moons and a planet. Spectacular equality

sound effects highlight massive explosions. The—
original music will rock you to your core. Obliterate

the security shield system and moon hop your way

to the Draxons' home planet, Arctura.

and vJ?

tjm m>t&sz

IChlO

lv way

iked

'

tonulai-

II you are al max speed II 00] and

you take a hit, your speed drops.

Don't forget to reset at 1 00 with an

Up on the D-Button.

the Raven through some d the

festest [wK^oti-bauk'S ever seen.

Using iive difTereni rypesof

, from heai-seekingmis-

This massive explosion mea

it's curtains tor you, Charley. Pre-

pare to restart uon l waste lime shoot.no a' 'nese

1

tree-like growths. They can't hurt

xjf you and vice versa.

Keepaneyeonyourradar.lt

you aren't traveling in the right

direction, the game is lost trom

the start.

Take out these Defensive Force Gen- The airborne enemies always end

Collisions take lots ol your energy.

Avoid colliding with enemies and

obstacles at all costs.

I NTS
You have unlimited ammo. Use it

It's not worth it to use a Continue

on the first moon. You have only

three, so just restart it you are in

the early stages.

up low enough tor you to take out

as they head for the horizon.



Things To Do

Talh to every FunKotronian. Everyone
will help you in one way or another

—

either by giving outright hints or send-
ing you toward another inhabitant.

ToeJam and Earl are back in Panic on Funkotron from Sega

for the Genesis. It seems dat da boyz have managed to infest

their planet with aliens from a truly urvfunky place called

Earth. Your purpose in this terrific one- or two-player simulta-

neous jam is to clear out the dreaded Earthlings and restore

the funk to planet Funkotron. Beat the bushes, scour the

bizarre countryside and poll the population on your search

for the whitebread stowaways. This sequel is bigger and bet-

BMB ter than the first ToeJam and Earl. Great color, seri-

|Hil °usly funky jams, lots of stuff to find, real comedy

p
'

l * j and a hiphop style greet you as you once again join

bwNitil •two-wfio-

What? ('Sup?)
Seventeen massive levels of truly

strange and wonderful game play

made up of multiple stages each,

hidden caverns, wild warps, infesta-

tion by the ghosts of cows and an

ongoing search for Lamonts (the

Great Funkapotamus) Favorite

Stuff. Find items like the Chocolate

Covered Fickle, his pet slug and his

favorite Red Sneakers. Sixteen megs

of funk-filled game play will set you

on your merry way

Where?
The planet of Funkotron. The Val-

halla of Funk The home of the

now famous (or infamous) ToeJam

and Earl. You visit fair Funkotron's

flowered valleys and f

You swim her seas. You plumb her

dangerous and fiery caverns— all

in a search for the dreaded (shud-

der) Earthlings.

How?
By using all your Funk Powers.

You have Trap-o-matic Jars to bot-

tle aliens. You find Funldrude to

power your moves through walls

or out of danger. There are warps

to another funk dimension— like

the Hyperfunk Zone. When things

get dangerously out ofhand you

can push the Panic Button to sur-

vive the onslaught of crazed Eanh-

lings from a less-than-funky land.

toil can search each level again

alter you have cleaned out the

Earthlings. This way you will find

everything without any chance ol

being harmed.

In a two-player game, stand and

lace each other, then squat In do

a high-live to share Me energy.

60

Listen very carelully lo

your neighbors. Many give you

directions toward finding some-

one or something yeu badly need.

Write down me more complei.

directions so yoo don't lorgel

them.

Save your Panic Buttons and Funk

vacuums lor Umes ol severe need.

Sega Visions •

have only 40 seconds ol air belore
drowning. You can often gel more
air by finding the seriously funky
Blower fish. Just swim on up and
nlanl your ligs on his bloated gurgle
lorm ami he'll give you a refill. In

the large swimming areas you'll

have to find more than one fish.

Master the art r

can reach important areas bv'ridirig

these bubbles. As your player starts
to rail to the forward or rear, press
the D-Bulten In the opposite direc-
tion. When dealing with multiple

bubbles you'll often be able lo jump
lo the next one before starting to

sup on.

* y"\ y*"^
' v"

Bee, which doo. his case take
Bie first bul at other times make a
guess and good luck.

You'll sometimes come upon a fun-

gus with a narking meter to the side
Put a coin in me meter and a iuryol
your peers will score your lumps
and flips on the fungus. Do two full

flips in opposite directions and land
on your leel lo get goo or 1,000
points per jump. If you score eights
or above they give you a Super Jar
as well. Repeat until the meter goes
away. This Is a great way lo

Increase your points, rou get an
additional lite for every 10,000
points fug to a maiolsli lives)



Irritating
Alien-Types
(Earthlings)

some ot the most

get on a hash. Tourists. 60 tiuure.
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Take him out when his head is

anovethecarduoard.
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Tail, L„, „,tim, „„„„, air I™,

in the Aqua Hill zone, eluding danger,

rubbing rings and finding power ups.

000

000
Rack up 100 rings and" you're flying

Air Sonic (strap on the rocket shoes)

in the bonus rounl The mission:

rescue the emeraUs.

Deep in the Electric Egg -w (no,

it snot a rock group), you can take

Toils throujh the tubes to h'U r":_;s

If tk

&wt n, fi^u «„j j



Rocket Shoe tits, 'wear it.

As if Sonic didn 'i jump high enough

already, now he can nop on Pago

Springs to take him where 'to heaje-

liag lias gone before.

Sonic is back as he

battles Dr. Robotnik's

evil plan (is it ike shoes?)

to use the Red Chaos

emerald in making nuclear

lasers. Tails is hangin, too,

ana this time you control

him. Both are hound for

it the shoes?), grabbing

rings (is it the shoes?)

and saving the emer-

alds from falling into

the wrong hands (it's

got to he the shoes).

A> »/&;»,.J.W™. /". I&BSl



OVERVIEW
Get paid for fighting? You bet! K's a mercenary's life in Sol-

diers of Fortune from Spectrum HofoByte. Based on a for-

mer Amiga title, Soldiers of Fortune has strong game play,

n.
a hot soundtrack, some digitized voice effects

and very good graphics. With four Worlds each
containing four big levels, Soldiers of Fortune
gives all run n gunners plenty to do.

have lobe blasted to

Gates. Keep an eye on the Norte

counter at the top center ol the

screen to see how many you have
to go.

^a* oldiers of Fortune makes a

great two-pkyer game. Even when

you play alone, the computer con-

trols the other player, You can play

as one of six hard-as-nails merce-

naries with special weapons, skills

and personality traits. The way you I

—

pair up charactety-both in one- *« »• »"*" *"** ***?

tJ™**. >v, rv\ t j the game and will throw a ring el

player wuh CPU games and m ^
,„^ attection you ar8 Iac.

two-player games—will have a
ing _ Be care[u| t

because the flames

major effect on how well you do in will not make you Invincible 10

For all its run to gun simplicity

Soldiers ofFortune is a challenging

game. Any play strategy you devel-

op is going to involve patience.

Move carefully, zapping all the ene-

mies before moving on. Pick up all

the power-ups and money Picking

up keys will open and close areas.

And remember that picking up

items often causes more enemies

to appear.

The four Worlds and their sub-

Worlds are complex, with small

warp zones and action taking

place on multi-height levels. Often,

success means finding the right

keys to open stairs to higher or

lower floors.

66

Frogs can take you out with just a
lew hits. They are easy to zap from
tar away, but tend lo leap when
close to you.

Touch an Aerial Burst to send a 360-

degree ring of fire one floor above

you. Then gel the silver key and find

the ladder that will take you up lo

the Continue token and the Power-

Up bottle.

Find a Te

another area or to bring your'com-
puter partner back to you. You'll lind

this one in Worfd 2, Level1.lt won't
take you anywhere, but it will reveal

something you can use.

Forlresque Mansion is hHJ gl Gfll 1

1

Beetles, They move oulckly but are

easy to blast. Destroy their hives to

give you momentary peace of mind.

Monster Generators can he a major

source ot trouble. Either try jtow

right away, or stand hi Mi she*

every monster that comes out tor

maximum coinage. Then blast it.

Sega Visions • December /Januaru 1994
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Find this warp field in Ihe mansion

and you'll wind up In some danger-

ous...and rich...places.



The single biggest mistake you

can make in playing "Soldiers ol

Fortune" is rushing. Move too last

and the bad guys always seem to

get you.

The Mercenary and the Thug are the

most difficult one-player CPU com-

bination to use to beat the game.

The Scientist and the Nawie are

a good choice for a one-player

CPU game. Play as the Nawie

and you can also use the Scien-

tist's Special Weapons. II might

is more your style, play as the

Nawie and choose the Thog as

your companion.

Don't pick up Food unless you

need it. It you have to, go back

and pick it up before you leave a

level, so you start the next level

with a full strength meter.

Select "Complete Training" as

your first option in the shopping

section. Then power up your Main

and Special Weapons.

Take the time lo wipe out all the

enemies in a level. Vou'll gel

more money that way.

Some levels have more than one

exit Taking the first one will not

always lead you to the richest path.

Shoot everything. The only thing

you can harm are enemies.

Warp doors will take you to areas

full of gold and power-tips.

Special Weapons that are thrown

can reach higher and lower

places to make life a little safer.
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Hands down, Disney's Aladdin is the hottest Disney movie

to illuminate the silver screen since Uncle Watt first

brought animated characters to life. If you haven't seen

the award-winning movie, it's time to come out of your

cave. And if you haven't played the spectacular-looking,

l cutting-edge Genesis game from Sega, Disney

Software and Virgin Games, it's time to embark

on a magic carpet ride with a cast of characters

I
you'll never forget.

WetFe brought you initial cov-

erage of Disney's Aladdin video

game in the October/November

Sega Visions. Well now grant you

three more wishes: more hints

and tips (including some special

bonuses you'll only discover if

you're very clever), coverage of

later levels and a look at the two

bonus rounds you can play at the

end of each level ifyou find the

Bonus Tokens.

Disney's Aladdin on Genesis fea-

tures Aladdin, Princess jasmine,

the Genie, Abu, Jafar, Iago and

the Magic Carpet— and includes

many new comedic antics to keep

your funny bone primed as well

as your thumbs. The game play

follows closely the movie story-

line: Aladdin has to find the

Genie's Lamp in the Cave ofWon-

ders, then rescue PrincessJasmine

from the evil Jafar. If you're a

street rat who wants to marry a

princess, it's all in a days work

—

or play

Special Bonus

$!)£<&>

Position Aladdin so he's wearing this famous pair ot ears

and you get a special surprise as (he newest Mousketeer.

Look for ears all over the Sultan's Dungeon level, too.

Abu and Genie Bonus Rounds

Collect the blue Genie Bonus Tokens

in each level and you win a spin at

the Genie Bonus Machine, You can

Tou must find the gold Abu Bonus

Token to play this bonus round. Keep

Abu's sword swinging while he

win extra lives. Apples and Gems...or scampers to collect extra Gems. As

you could land on Jafar and a big soon as a pot hits him, the bonus

"Lose!" that will forfeit the rest of round ends,

your hard-earned Tokens.

Sultan's
Dungeon

You have Jafar to thank for your

present predicament, the latest

occupant of the Sultan's Dungeon

.

This tricky maze-like level is filled

with bats, skeletons and guards

who'd like nothing more than to

make you a permanent resident.

This skeleton has lost bis head...and

the rest of his bones will soon lollow.

That's a bomb he's wearing where his

head used to be. When it blows, his

bones will scatter.

unless you have at least five Gems to The Sultan's Dungeon is a maze that

buy a Life (or ID Gems tor a Continue], will lake you from graund level to me

Climb to the top of the chain to find top ol ok Dungeon, then hack down

him in the Dungeon. and up again before you find your way

out You'll find a cache of Gems as

you're climbing up the second time.
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Cave of
Wonders

The Genie's Lamp is what you

really want..you and Jafar both

Its hidden deep in the Cave of

Wonders, and only Aladdin, the

"diamond in the rough" foretold

by the spirit that guards the Cave,

can gain entrance. Entering the

beautiful, dangerous Cave of

Wonders is easy;..finding the

Genie's Lamp is another thing

entirely.

and send you plummeting to the

spikes below. Instead, take a big tun-

ning lump, Swing your scimitar as

soon as you land; ghosts are waiting

for yon. Then ride the fountain up to

where the rope is and jump to the left

to grab the heart and apples.

Climb hand-over-hand in die Cave of Climb the vine to find the idol. Jump

Wonders to clear the deadly spikes, and strike it with your scimitar. After

you land, climb the vines again to

the top ledge to the right. Buy more

lives at the Peddler's Stall, then

jump back on the vine and climb

down to the second ledge and jump

right The idol has magically opened

the pathway to the two hear1s...and

the level boss.

Get the Apples first, then come back

and drop down to where the idol is

holding the Gem. Hit the idol and it

will build a small platform tor you to

cross the body of water just ahead.

Watch lot more idols in this level.

Avoid the tailing rocks, then leap

back to the vine after you've

The boss is armed with a sword and

shoots flames. He travels between

the two stations, so position yourself

at the station on the right and keep

swinging your sword. As soon as he

materializes, you will score hits and

he will quickly move away without

damaging you. From here, his Are

can't reach you either.

Don't try to jump for the heart now; rea(ty to whisk you away...but you're

the rock jutting down will block you nol autta trouble yet, street rat!

The Escape
You've got the Genies Lamp— but youVe also found big-time trouble.

The ever-curious Abu has touched the Forbidden Treasure and angered

the god who guards the Cave of Wonders. Take a moment to gather

your wits about you before youjump into this rumbling, fast-paced

level. The dangers come in all forms and from every direction.

Run as soon as you enter any ol the

tunnels. Jump as soon as you reach

the end.

Don't sweat it it you blast past the

Gem and Apples when the boulder Is

bearing down on you. You can

always go back and retrieve them

after the boulder falls away.

Stand at the far right of the lower

ledge, then quickly Jump to make

Aladdin hang onto the upper ledge. Falling boulders can't reach you if

you hang out just under the mouth ot

the tunnel. This is a good place to

catch your breath and decide your

next move.

— i

Break open every pot you see.

They often contain Gems.

Hit the Black Lamps to wipe out

all on-screen enemies.

</ Don't engage in sword battles

when you can pell an enemy with

Apples. You'll take less hits by

fighting from a distance.

v it takes 10 Apples lo clear the last

guard In the Agrabah Rooftops

level. Don't even jump into the

tower without enough ammo;

you can't get out once you're in,

II you don't have enough Apples,

head down to the bottom of the

boss area.

v Always touch the blue Genie

vases before you battle the Guards

or other enemies. That way if you

lose a life, you'll restart at this

place in the level.

In The Desert level, thoroughly

search inside all the rocks for

bonus Rents.

Adventure
On!

You're not out of the woods

yet, street rat! Your adventure

is only half through. You'll

have to batde through five

more dangerous, action-

packed levels— where you

might get some help from old

friends like the Genie and the

Magic Carpet— to rescue

Princess Jasmine and and keep

Agrabah safe from Jafar. Keep

your scimitar slashing and

don't waste any wishes!

SEGA presents a Disney/Virgin Games co-

production ot Disney's Aladdin. Disney char-

acters, artwork and music © The Walt Disney

Company. Virgin Games is a trademark o1

Virgin Enterprises, Ltd. Computer Program

and Screens © 1993 Virgin Games. ©1993
SEGA. All rights reserved.
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GENESIS

ou have to find the five miss-

ing parts to Stimpy's Mutate-O-

Matic, which blew up. The parts are

scattered all over Ren and StimpyS

Tiood, where domestic dangers lurk

in the form of runaway lawnmow-

ers, egg-dropping birds, overzealous

firemen and stiessed-out com-

muters. Stimpy's Invention Is like

playing the popular Nickelodeon

cartoon series. You get flying hair-

Hs, jars of spit, body scratching,

Ren exclaiming "You stoopid

iotf and Stimpys Happy! Happy!

Joy! Joy! dance. With a

feature and three difficulty levels,

levels of gamers canjoin the

and Stimpy riotfest.

Both Ren and Stimpy have an Attach

move peculiarly his own. Stimpy

tosses Ren like a boomarang when

you press Button B.

Stressed-out commuters make a

pleasant bicycle ride realty...

unpleasant. Stay well hack of the red

car so you don't bump It, but just

ahead ol the truck. When the red car

is fully on-screen, jump over it.

There are more cars ahead before

you hit a bumpy side street. Button A

gives you pedal power. Button C lets

you lump.

v' Ren and Stimpy each have

special moves and attacks, many

of them using button combina-

tions. Learn 'em when you first

start the game to get out of sticky

situations later.

</ Zoo animals do not like domesti-

cated animals.. .evert semi-

domesticated animals like Ren

and Stimpy.

' II you're playing as Ren, lead him

into new levels, then jump back to

let Stimpy take the hits and do the

exploration. He may cry, but you'll

both live longer.

' Alter you gel pumped up, you are

vulnerable to being bounced

around like a pinball. Keep a safe

distance from your inflated cbum.

Climb up the perches in the mon-

key's cage, then leap from perch lo

perch. The key is to slay up high to

avoid the monkeys tossing banana

peels below. When you do have to

come down to reach the hole in the

wall to exit, he prepared to let the

hairballsfly!

© 1993 Nickelodeon. Nlctakxlean. The Ren 8 Stimpy

Show and all related characters and titles are trade-

marks owned and licensed tor use by Nickelodeon, a

programming service of Viacom International Inc.
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Stimpy's got an invention that will rid the world of

garbage. ..by putting it back on your dinner plate. Stimpy's

Invention by Sega on the Genesis is a Ren and Stimpy riot

Good slapstick fun in either one- or two-player mode
'cause the comedic duo travel together either way. The
button combos are arranged so the two interact constantly

Iin

one-player mode. If you play as Ren, you can
use Stimpy as a bowling ball. ..and even hear the

pins fall. Choose Stimpy and take aim with a cro-

quet mallet with Ren as the ball.
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You need something hard to break

the ice build-up in the Freezer.

Stimpy s head should dol Press D-

Button Down and Button A to put the

Stimpy jackhammer lo work. Break

through three levels this way. avoid-

ing the big blue tub o' lard, then find

the Beaver Power to run your

Machine.
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Leo throws a shell -shattering Ground

Swell al Clone Mike on the Mirage

Planet Press Down, Away 01

Donatelio's Dona Summer move

meets enemies in mid-air. Hold

Down, men Up and Button A ot B.

Cut through Casey's defenses with

Leo's Rolling Cutler 2. While you're

In mid-air, press Down. Toward Diag-

onal Down, then Toward and Button

AorB. r

Greet your opponent wtth Donatelio's

Vacuum Wave. Hold Away, then

Toward and Button A or B.

Like a hut-seeking missile,

Raphael's Drill Attach 2 always rinds

its target. To do mis eool move,

jump, then while in mid-air, hit

Down, Away Diagonal Down, Away

and button A or B.'""
Use the Special Attach Moves fre-

quently. Back-to-back Attach

Moves are especially punishing.

Your computer opponent shows

no mercy. Adjust the difficulty

level in the Options screen so you

stand a chance.

Set your fighter's speed to B for

ultimate quickness. But keep Ihe

strength between 4-6, unless your

opponent is really slow with his

Attach Moves. The speed of your

Attack Moves slows down as your

strength increases.

When your lite bar flashes, you're

a goner ...almost. Each Turtle has

an Ultra-Desperation Attach Move.

Do the Move when your life bar

is hashing to recover and fight

some more.

Bach off when Clone Casey sets

his dynamite to blast. You can't

use it lo your advantage.

After every Attach Move you deliver,

Guard against Ray's Sonic Wave.

He sends a series of Waves until

you move in to send a message ol

your own.

OVERVIEW
Street tighten' just got a lot mean**- and greener- with

Teenage Mutant Ninja Turtles: Tournament Fighters, KonamTs

new Genesis fighting game for one or two players. These are

not the wisecracking, pizza-powered heroes in a half shell you

know. In Tournament Fighters, the Turtles return to their

comic-book roots...complete with boss-level combat with

I- Karai, Shredder's comic-book successor. The Tur-

tles' wisecracks are still intact, but the fearsome

foursome have grown into a new videogame atti-

tude. Tougher. Meaner. Good fightin' stuff.

ounwmcnl fighters warps the

Turtles to Dimension X, domain of

the evil Emperor Krang, Krang has

kidnapped Splinter to draw the

Turtles into the ultimate battle of

mutant versus mutant. Evil,

powerful clones of the Turtles

and April O'Neill, CaseyJones,

Ray Fillet and Ninja Beetle are

,)
waiting to battle you on eight

) different planets. You can

Michaelangelo whips up a storm

with the Mihey Hurricane. Press

Away, Away Diagonal Down, Down,

Toward Diagonal Down, then Toward

and Burton AorB.

^- j V choose to play as any of the

CT^ei

Raphael's Sai Slash electrifies the

Jungle Planet. Press Down, Toward

Diagonal Down, Toward and Button A

orB.
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eight characters in One-Player,

Two-Player, Practice or Tour-

nament modes. One-Player

and Two-Player modes are

- the main fighting modes.

Tournament mode offers an

almost unheard of challenge

by giving you one life bar with

which to fight 88 head-to-head

matches. We told you it was

tough.

Turtle has at least three

Attack Moves as well as his

trusty weapon. These range from

Leonardos blistering Rolling Cut-

ter 2, MichaelangebsMikey Hur-

ricane, Donatelio's Vacuum Wave,

Drill Attack 2.
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Strap on your space-age six-gun and get ready to throw

down the meanest horde of villains ever to hold a planet

hostage. Gunstar Heroes from Sega is rapid-fire, nonstop,

mash 'em, blast 'em action. Built around four initial levels

that you can play in any order, Gunstar Heroes is a one* or

two-player, fast-paced title perfect for hardcore run n gun

L gamers. You play as a Defender of the planet

1 1 a Gunstar 9. Your mission is to recapture four mys-

tical gems to stop the Destructor Golden Silver

I

from plunging the planet into a reign of terror.

The Ultra Fiame-throwr Is Oil best

aH-arwri irtapw cftilce early in

the game. Hang ami you can fire 380

degrees, a good way to rapidly clear

enemies.

The level one big boss can be beaten

by firing and dodging with any of the

weapons. A more dlrecl..and

sater...move is to get the weapons

for Chaser Lightning. Let the light-

ning lock onto the boss, hold the fire

button and dodge their shots. This

weapon combination is extremely

useful against ail the bosses.

Ton can throw enemies hy touching

them and pressing Button B. Thrown

enemies will take out a number of

their friends. This is a good close-

combat tactic.
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Gunstar Heroes gives you four

basic weapon choices. You can

carry a maximum of two. One

weapon alone will give you the

effect of that weapon. Combine

them and you'll get some pretty

cool...and lethaL.effects.

Force * Lightning = Rapid-fire

Lightning

Force + Chaser = Chaser Force

Beam

Force + Fire = Exploding Fireball

Force + Force = Double Fireball

Fire + Chaser = Chaser Fireball

Fire + Lightning = Lightning Saber

Fire + Fire = Ultra Flame-thrower

Chaser + Lightning = Chaser

Lightning

Chaser * Chaser = Star Chaser

Lightning + Lightning = Mega Bolt

In two-player games, a player

who loses a lite and returns takes

half the vitality from the remain-

ing player. This can leave both

players very vulnerable to attack.

Al times, the safest place to be in the

Underground is between walls.

Pressing the Jump Button once will

put you In the air. Press it twice to

switch walls.

ega Visions • December/ Januart}
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you can destroy at be destroyed byYou can find many items in the You can destroy or be destroyed by

course ot play. Here is what some of many enemies. Grunts are the most

them do. Weapons, wrist hands and common. You get the most points

armor you'll have to (ind elsewhere, when you fight enemies as opposed

id shooting them or taking tfiem out

m T*9 with magic.

GENESIS

6» 11YPf

The only way to stop from being

hesieged by monsters is to destroy

the monster generators. Once the

source is gone, clean up is usually

pretty easy.

The Arcade mode provides hints as

to how each item you tind...and

enemy you encounler...will attect

your character.

H*Wil

:k»i
by pressing the Pause Button

couple ol levels to keep track of

vital statistics. You can reassign

points and select magic use here.

Potions are much more effective

when picked up and used. Don't

shoot them, for that matter, don't

shoot anything you can pick up

and use.

Every hit takes away your energy.

Snack often.

Gauntlet passwords are long and

awkward. Write them down care-

fully.

Battle Mode is winner-take-all.

Try to drive your opponents into

the exits. If they take a tall, it's

"See Ya!"

Upgrade your weapons as soon as

possible.

The Warrior is the most powerful.

Valkrie is the most well-armored.

Wizard has the strongest magic

and Elf is the fastest.

Watch the demo mode tor some

very helpful hints on game play.

Certain tiles will not let you shoot

or use magic. Others are very slip-

pery. Look to the upper part of the

screen for indications as to what

type of tile yon
'

f T
Battle mode pits you against

felinw players in a contest ot who-is-

besl Missed shots can bounce back

and smack you. Don't be your own

worst enemy.

Look for hlack flashing Trap Tiles.

Touch them to open up walls and

other obstacles.

If you've ever sat in an arcade stuffing quarters into a four

player Gauntlet upright with your buddies, you should take a

close look at Gauntlet IV from Tengen. This spunky Genesis

title contains four modes, including the original Arcade mode,

„.,, . . , , four-player compatibility with Sega's Team Player, a

itA choice of the four original Gauntlet characters—

I Warrior, Valkrie, Wizard and Erf—and enough non-—~ stop action to keep everybody liappy.

modes take place

"''i'f n\-emend

-

Multi-player success calls for cooperation. You can't hurl each other with your

shots early on in the cooperative modes. Let the weakest players get food first
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Taste Victory oreatAsphaM-
Hang on for the meanest motorcycle race in

history! Strap on your helmet, kick-start your bike

and get ready to feed your opponents some

major dust. This ain't no racetrack, it's the open

road, and your only guardrail is the white line.

To make matters worse there are no rules!

Your opponent's idea of fun is to shove you

into oncoming traffic! This is the most dirty,

unwholesome and illegal race there is. Killer!

Something's Fishyi
As fishy superspy James Pond, your mission is

to keep evil Dr. Maybe from staging a major

meltdown at the North Pole. His ballistic pen-

guins are set to level the toy factories in no

time flat. Luckily, you've got a secret weapon:

a righteous Robosuit, with indestructible

armor, unlimited upward stretching and

simply super stomping ability. Don't take

Maybe for an answer!

'fhs'/vB Qui jhs Dsciih Jjdfy.

Experience the galaxy-blasting epic Star Wars

like never before! Take arms with Luke, Han

and Leia as they tackle the Lord of the Dark

Side himself, Darth Vader. Make your way

through 15 galactic areas with 23 stages.

Thrill to digitized, animated sequences.

Bomb through jawa territory. Duck the

Death Star's deadly stormtroopers.

And through it ail.. .may the Force be with you.

Muscte your way past 14 rotten

rivals, and keep an eye
out for the cops.

You'll need to pilot planes,
cars and even bathtubs.

Bring your license to thrill!

Choose Luke, Han or Leia,

each with their own
weapons and moves.
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On 5 different road c

S tough levels, it's

no glory.

XLJSllJ'tl/i^iS—

Take your pick of 8 heavenly hogs.
It's a biker's dream come true!

Keep the needle at 140 per if

you want a chance at the
serious dinero.

In 64 different a
gotta find out what's
naughty and nice.

Chowder the Doctor's soldiers

on land, and in the wafer
and air. Rescue the toy factories from

certain doom. Tell Maybe,
"No way!"

Tear through the Tatooine
desert in your customized

landspeeder.

Mix it up with malevolent
jawas, stormtroopers
and sand people.

OR** J-J

Thrill to super fast TIE fighter

battles in first-person

3D graphics.
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With lightning-fast fists and feet of fury.-.you're ready to

prove you're the world's fiercest karate champion in Best

of the Best Championship Karate from Electro Brain. Best

ofthe Best is a one- or two-player action title with a wide

range of player-configurable options. Best of the Best is

|. breaking ground as one of the first titles for the

Activator™ body controller, so you can use your

I arms ami legs in punches and kicks to control

I your fighters.

In a close match you'll get Hie edge

from the judges it you are the fighter

using (he most varied moves.

Change up your moves rather than

repeating the same ones.

Stay out of comers! They restrict

your mores. II you get pinned in the

corner, you'll soon be counting the

M ou choose the name and look

of your character, [hen send him

through training to hone his tech-

nique and build up his strength.

Before your fighter steps into the

karate ring, you can customize his

punches and kicks with 13 different

mows from a menu of 55 for every

match. You'll iace 16 opponents in

regular tournament rounds.

The game takes on new dimen-

sions with the Activator. Standing

in the center of the light ring, you

control the actions of your charac-

ter with your own Lxxiy moves.

Plus, you can use your imagina-

tion to come up with moves not

possible on any other controller.

Use the Activator to really feel

what it is like to enter champi-

onship karate.

In match play, Button B selects a

Smart Kit. Smart Hits are multi-hick

or punch combos. You start each

match with three Smart Hits. Use

them when your tighter is tiring.

tartce to attach. Early on. train three

or four times before every match,

Best ot the Best has a password

save that allows you to keep your

custom-trained fighter for later

plav...and another challenger.

<s Train before entering into any

competition. You'll go into the

ring much stronger.

v Review your matches with the

VCR mode to leam the best ways

to combine punches and kicks

into combinations.

• The Leg Sweep is a move that

will work on just about every

character.

</ You'll reach the Kumale after

every five or six tournament wins.
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You can block as well as kick and

punch. Use Blocking regularly by

pushing D-Button Down and hitting

no buttons. This can mean the differ-

ence between a winning match and

eating the canvas.

Test different hits to see which

works best for your fighter. Choose

early and often from the 55 avail-

able. You'll find the ones that fit your

fighting style.



You can hang from the sides of

objects {like this ship) by walking to

the edge and pressing Down. Use

your Jump Sutton (B) to get back up,

your Action Buttons (A or C) to kick

while hanging, and remember—
take one hit while hanging, and you

fall and lose a lite.

When using a Walker's leg as a

weapon, you can either hit the enemy

multiple times or hit the Action Button

four times quickly to toss the enemy

into the air on the end of the leg, then

fiat 'em outta the park.

Running kicks are the best offense

against the Level 1 boss. Kick away

at him, then run away and do It again.

Fighting the Doormen and Window-

men with their own Dynamite is

tricky. Pick ft up and toss It back at

them only if ft is fairly close to their

door/window and not flashing.

Pound these guys straight into the

floor like a nail. Multiple presses of

the Action Button drive 'em home.

Avoid getting pressed b the Crusha

by getting close eaewgl lor it to start

its stamp and then runn ng through

on its upward stroke.

While swinging from a rope you can

give the Ravens more than one kick.

Each progressive kick awards you

more points. Several kicks will get

you an extra life.

You can keep from being zapped by

the Electro Barriers by shortening

or lengthening your rope with the

D-Button.

OVERVIEW
Combine characters from two of the most popular games
of all time and you've got Battletoads Double Dragon—
The Ultimate Team from Tradewest. Billy and Jimmy Lee

team up with Zitz, Rash and Pimple against the dreaded

Dark Queen and the shady Shadow Boss in this one- or two-

player puncb-and-kick cart Travel through seven levels of

outer and innerspace mayhem playing as either a 'Toad or

Dragon. Most of the action takes place on foot, but certain

- areas demand expert driving skills— using the

Toads' favorite Speeder Bike or the heavily

armored Space Pod. Either way, this crew is

The Ultimate Team,

with you and a friend play-

ing both Toad and Dragon you

can use the combined might of all

their trademark moves. As with

previous Battletoads and Double

Dragon titles, these moves don't

take any special finesse to learn.

Just wail away at the Action Button

(A or to perform moves like the

Battletoads' Big Bad Boot, No Way
Back Thwack and Kiss-My-Fist or

the Dragons' Whizzin' Whirlwind,

Nose-Crunching Knee and Twistin'

Typhoon Kick. Along the way you

find lots of Bonus Pods that con-

tain extra points, 1-ups and even

weapons. Bust up a Walker and

grab his broken leg, then let loose

on the baddies. Spend time swing-

ing from a Turbo Rope or tossing

Dynamite back at the Doormen

and Windowmen,»"
>/ Any enemy that has been knocked

down can be finished with a

Smash Hit by running up to it and

pressing the Action Button.

v Dse a Walker's leg as a weapon

as often as you can. The reach is

much greater.

v Score as many points as possible.

The first 100,000 points give you

an extra life and then you gel

another for every additional

200,000.

v' Bust Bonus Pods to get extra

lives, points and short-term invul-

nerability.

,-- One running kick is worth about

three punches.



Climbing chains and carefully

searching Mission Three will gal you

extra lives, recharges to your energy

meter and special weapons.

strange twistfi action

and program for seek-

present and hi

i

ure. , .than you bSou^ MikJVl the.

Lest:

I J slams ww info action arena bulliiJSrooTpoJiS
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m he story behind the game has

inspired a collection of Rcfoocop Vs.

Terminator comic books published

by Dark Horse Comics. Definitely

cool stuff. The game Robocop Vs.

Terminator was designed for those

ofyou who like to explore...while

everything around is trying to

grind you into a pile of sizzling cir-

cuits. Ever)' round has hidden

areas that contain extra lives, ener-

gy meter recharges and other spe-

cial weapons and power-ups. The

harder you look, themore stuff

you will find. But even at the

"Easy" setting, it is a challenging

game. Though the enemies attack

in patterns, you'll get Eaither fester

by blasting everything you can and

by moving forward cautiously

The EO 209 is one of the toughest

bosses. To beat it, blast until you

knock away the ED machine gun.

Pick it up and attach (he head, dodg-

ing guided rocket fire. Then finish alt

the legs.being careful noi to get

trampled. Try lo keep the EO (or the

next Mission. i _i I .

>**

'

Ten Reefefterjet extra fores to Go against trie arrows in nRssieo

take ft through the game. Take a Tin and yen might find Ike stcrel

long jump oil a short ladder and OCP Offices. This is a goad place

search the rootlops ti Mission One lied a lew extra lives, over and

tar this special item. oter again.

Tie EB is nor test initial Terminator

destroyer. Thoagn ail your past-his-

tory weapons will do the job, mis

one has higher firepower.

The Mission Three robotic boss Is

best beaten with the guided rocket

launcher. Sand at the lop ot the lad-

der and blast towards it. When It

charges, Jump over its head, across

the pipe and grab the other ladder.

Jump back and forth and blast away

until it falls.

Since the game is not timed, you

are tree to explore. Try to shoot

everything. You can only destroy

enemies or objects that contain

power-ups.

Colled as many extra lives as

you can before you reach the

ED-209.

you're using a weapon you like

and are low on your energy meter,

switch lo your other weapon. You

always lose the weapon you are

using when you lose a life, A sec-

ond way to keep a good weapon

is to have two of the same kind.

Lose the first and you still have

the second.

The Flame Thrower, although not

the strongest weapon, will block

some enemy shots. It is Ihe best

weapon choice against the Boss

Tank at the end of the Toxic Plant.

Guided Rockets are the most

effective weapon against the

majority of enemies. In really

tough areas, toggle the D-Butlon

Left and Right rapidly lo build up

a little swarm of Rockets on-

screen. Then move in the direc-

tion you want. The cloud ol

dockets wilt attack...and

crush...even multiple enemies.

This is a major destruction move.
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Don't be surprised by alleyway

shooters that pop up in the fore-

ground. Let 'em have it and keep

your eyes on the dumoster. There's

trouble behind it.

The subway boss is murder with his

swords. You've lust taken a cut. Blast

the blades, then go lor the boss.

Moving targets are much harder to

hit. Lead them just a little and blast

Caught between a rock and a hard as they enter Die target zone.

place. The bad guy Is in the front, with

two innocents In the background. II

you have to miss... miss to the right

When you encounter this hostage sit-

uation, shoot the guy on the left. Just

don't peg the hostage as he exits the

Tjie helicopter boss likes big guns.

.v, He carries a rocket launcher.

If You'll have to take out the

helicopter to bring him down.

But blow his rockets out of the

sky first. Each blast he connects will

take away one of your lives.

OVERVIEW
There are laws in this city, and you're about to deliver the

message to the garbage ruining the streets. Grab a handful

of Justice with Lethal Enforcers from Konanti. A direct port

of the hot arcade game, the Genesis version of Lethal

Enforcers follows closely on the heels of the popular Sega

CD version. A one- or two-player title, you can play Lethal

Enforcers with a three-button or down-moded six-button

control pad, or the Konami Justifier, a copy of the arcade

pistol-shaped controller designed specifically for home

use. The game will be offered with a Justifier. You

can play two-player games using a Justifier and a

control pad, or purchase a second Justifier

designed specifically for two-player games.

<ethd Enforcers has a simple

objective- Get them before they get

you. Each of the five rounds puts

you tand a friend in two-player

mode) up against hoodlums

wielding guns, bombs and knives.

Clear a round with a high enough

hit ratio and you rise in rank. Do

well in the practice rounds and

you also rise in rank. Take a hit

and you lose a life. The action is

non-stop and perfect for gamers

who think happiness is a day at

the FBI training range.

ditWE jj_i
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Remember to reload. Point the

Justifier off-screen and pull the

(rigger, or press Button C on your

control pad. Get caught without

bullets and you'll take a hit.

v Though speed is important In the

target practice rounds, so is your

shot-to-hit ratio. It is better to

shoot slower and not miss so

much, than to blast away and hit

nothing.

>/ The Magnum is a much more

effective weapon than the stan-

dard six-shooter. The shotgun is

even better. You can hang on to

either, once you have them, as

long as you don't get hit.

Shoot whatever weapons the boss

throws or fires before you attack

the boss directly.

Game options allow you to select

any combination of Justifier and

control pad for one or two players,

as well as difficulty and aimpoint,

Lethal Enforcers is user-lriendly.

Hitting an innocent victim costs

you lives and points. Look before

you shoot. The bad guy is in the

background.
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vikings trap each level, you can

only men them one at a time. Keep

Olat the SIduI in the front, followed

by Baleog the Fierce with his bow

and sword, Erik the Swift is last, but

OVERVIEW
Vikings lost in space? In time? Searching for a way back to

their Nordic way o' life? They must be The Lost Vikings,

Interplay's first title for the Genesis. Based on a popular PC
title, The tost Vikings is a puzzle/adventure where you must
get three comical Vikings from a spaceship back to their

« native land. Each of the Vikings has a special skill.

Erik the Swift can run and jump. Baleog the Fierce

has a sword, bow and arrow. And Otaf the Stout can

Mock just about anything with his shield.

Find a way you can't get vast? Erik

trie Swirt is also hart-headed. Puss
Button A as tie is running toward an

object and he'll lower his helmet for

a Butt.

I hough each can accomplish

certain objectives on his own, it

takes their combined efforts to

make it through each level. The

game is interspersed with dialogue

between the three characters and

others they meet in the game. Haz-

ards and contact with enemies can

reduce their life meters or send

them to Valhalla (Viking Heaven)

before their time- Power-up items

like Apples and Meatbones help

restore life meters. Other power-

ups include Colored Keys for col-

ored doors, Magnetic Boots, Bombs

that blow up specific objects and all

the enemies on screen.

The Losi Vikings is three- and

six-button compatible. Game con-

trol depends on which controller

you are using. But the game also

will give you hints on how to

make everything work.

The Lost Vikings gives you pass-

words alter each level. Write

them down so you don't have la

replay levels each lime.

;- Vou must get all three Vikings to

an exit before you can leave a

level.

i Use Erik the Swift to run in and

grab objects by automatic lasers.

He is last enough to lake the item

and tump back or up to avoid

being fried.

l/ Advance with Otaf first, so his

shield can block you all (rem

harm.

v Items can be traded between

players, or dropped entirely.

Vikings can only teleport one al a

time.

Magnetic Boots can help you get

through spaceship wind tunnels.

T throughout the game mam
places where you can get an impor-

tant play hint. Press Button C in front

of the"?" to get Hie hint. You'll get

different hints tor three-button and

six-tuition controllers.

hand. Dial can hold his shield over

his head, giving Erik a platform from

which to jump higher.

if V la
the Fierce can operate

s and levers with an arrow,

rks very well in areas where

hint about the ship's computer.

Find this surly fellow in the top left

Branch el Level Three, Prehistoria, awl

he'll tell you how to exit the level,
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<_5EGA PLAYERS... WELCOME TO THE FAMILY! \_
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1HE RESCUE!

Great Scott, man! Morticia'e been k

the golf-ball-hurling, Fezi-copter-flying

or ehe'll face a fate worse than life! Sj

every spine-chilling bend, but with Wedi

Thing around, help is always at hand!

5o, for the kookiest, ookiest, creepie.

welcome toihe family! m
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Just
GENESIS

Sharpen your sword, jump on your pony and prepare to con-

iquer
the world. Genghis Khan II: Clan ofthe Qray Wolf

puts you in the 13th century world, learner boots and
fur hat of the meanest Mongol ever to cross the
Manchu Steppes, Temujin, A.KA Genghis Khan.

n ave you ever wanted to

change history? Koei is giving you

the chance. One of the leading

creators of role play and strategy

games, Koei is out with two tides

sure to appeal to those who want

to remake the world in their own
image. Genghis Khan II: Clan of the

Gray Woijand Romance of (he

Three Kingdoms iff: Dragons of

Destiny put you into two of the

most important times in world

history—the Mongolian Invasion

and the three kingdoms period of

Chinese history—to play as the

most important historical figures

of that time.

Combat units range from fool sol-

diers and archers to horse and ele-

phant troops.

make can take decades of game

time (over 100 hours of real play)

to come to fruition. In some

cases—like Genghis Khan II—you

can even continue after you die, as

long as you have heirs of a certain

age to be your successor!

You don't need fast hands or

lightning reflexes for these games.

1 a sharp mind, a lot of

Spending time with your loved ones

Is necessary to maintain family har-

mony and to keep you supplied with

Princes for heirs.

It takes a special gamer to

appreciate historical strategy and

role-playing games. Unlike your

standard shooters and action

games, historical simulations are a

lot like chess. You make a big plan,

organize everything carefully ..and

deal with the consequences. The

big difference is that the plans you

82

Train your troops before you send

them Into combat.

patience and a desire to make big

things happen. What makes these

games so special is their realism.

Designed around the rules that

make civilizations rise and fall, the

results of your actions are models

ol what very well could have hap-

pened in that time and place,

t Think Genghis Khan messed up in

his conquest of the world? Heres

your chance to show him a trick

or two.

Genghis
Khan II:

Clan of the
Gray Wolf

Starting as the leader of a tribe or

nation, you must guaid your peo-

ple's well-being, defend them

against your opponents and

increase your wealth and power

base to take over the known world.

Not bad for a day's work, eh? Actu-

ally it is the work of a lifetime.

You can play the game in four

modes based on actual historical

events: Mongol Conquest 1184

A.D., Genghis Khan 1206 AD.,

Yuan Dynasty 1271 A.D. and

World Conquest. The last can only

be played if Mongol Conquest is

successfully completed before

Seasonal changes are displayed as

the game advances in years. Stay

strong through a bad winter and

you'll be in a good position tor con-

quest the following year,

Each move encompasses a quar-

ter ofa year and involves dividing

wealth, assigning duties to generals,

governors and vassals, ordering pro-

duction and war...in shon, the duties

of a ruler. When you have built up

your armies and supplies, the next

step is to invade the neighboring

counmes andwin them over, nam-

ing them vassal states. Add their

armies and resources to your own

and repeat the process, hopefully,

adding to your domain with ever,'

passing year.

Game Flow
rrM^.'.fJ^y

Manage Domestic Affairs

• iTkreast: Military Strength

• Recruit Talented Generals

• Strengthen Relations

• Groom Successors

• Trade with Merchants

In each mode, the path to success

follows these basic lines:

Invade Rival Nations

•*.!!•'''..'.'.'.

I^i..'.'.,ij.i.,i..ui.i.i

Unite root Countries
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Sunscreens Urn vetir Kintals and Brief intermission screens clue iei>

Mr dial statistics. Use vonr mosl as lo what historical event Is annul

valued and loval generals lor impor- to occur next. In this case, war!

lani missions. Keen an eve on loyal-

ty, tor It can change.

E3H?

Diplomacy is carried out in the halls

ot Warlords and Rulers. Friendly dia-

logues can just as easily him into

declarations of war.

Combat planning and strategy are

more important than sheer might.

Send spies into your enemy's cities

to learn before you make an attack.

OVERVIEW
Romance of the Three Kingdoms III: Dragon of Destiny is

trie latest Koei title to bring you into the three kingdoms

i

period of Chinese history. It's especially notewor-

thy because it won the Sega Third Party Seal of

Quality Award a year ago for the best Adventure

Role-Play Genesis title.

%J sing the three major warlords

and their families, mayors and gen-

erals (rem the second century A.D.,

the ultimate game object is the win

the Dragon Throne and become

Emperor of China. Up to eight can

play lire game either in Historical

Mode, which follows history as it

actually happened, or in Fictional

Male, which allows you to create

your own rulers and subordinates.

to Fictional Mode, the game will

develop differently each time you

play As with all advanced role play

and historical simulations, there is a

Save mechanism so you can keep

mixes, depending on which of the

six scenarios you choose to play

To win the Dragon Throne, you

must occupy all 46 cities in China.

The rulers and their territones are

initially divided into different

December/Jsnuarq 1934

You can play as one ol many gener-

als. Each of them and the cities

they control have strengths and

weaknesses.

The game play follows the

same basic flow as Genghis Khan (I:

Clan ofthe Gray Wolf. Develop

your cities, make them strong and

conquer other cities, make them

strong and continue. Achieving

these objectives pits you against

enemies and their spies, adverse

weather, political treachery and

just plain luck to name a few. Play-

ers can make decisions themselves

or delegate responsibilities. War-

nng on a city calls lor very strategic

thinking and planning. Often, war

can be avoided by some smooth

negotiating and politicking...hall-

marks of a good ruler.
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Psygnosis CD. You don
Just play it.

A BRAIN IS A YOU MAY BE
TERRIBLE THING BRAVE ENOUGH,

TO WASTE. BUT ARE YOU
SMART ENOUGH.
SHADOW OT THE

Take a journey to the center of the mind. This
situation is deadly serious. You are coursing
through the body of corporate mogul Tiron
Korsby in search of a brain manipulation droid
planted by a rival company. Time is running
out and you're forced to play a fast and furious
game of hide and seek. Waste the droid before
it wastes Korsby's brain.

Surging through veins, arteries, and other body
organs, you blast attacking viruses and your
enemies' defensive probes. This struggle for

control features non stop action, unparalleled
cinematic style imagery, and incredibly smooth
gameplay. Over 500 MB of graphic and sound
data, coupled with an original soundtrack from
Rick Wakeman brings you the look and feel of a
true inner-body experience.

If this quest was simply (ft test of physical prowess,
you would be all set. But the truth is*your journey
will be filled with diabolicallY challenging puzzles.

In order to save your sister from the rvil Beast Master
Zelek, you need to scour Kara-Moor/and confront
him face to face. But, to succeed you must master
the most deadly weapon: your mind.

A sinister, intelligent game, filled with fiendish puz-
zles and challenging battles, Shadow of the Beast II

is not your ordinary role playing game, stressing

brawn alone. Beast II features an essential blend of

strength and brain power. Well orchestrated music
tracks, eight-way scrolling and cinematic animated
sequences transport you to Kara-Moon, the land of

the Beast.



have to Psay it.

FASTER THAN
A SPEEDING
BULLET...
NOT!

Psygnosis takes you to the cutting

edge oiSEGA CD™ technology,

with three new games that are

guaranteed to challenge, thrill

and amuse you. SEGA CD™ has

got what it takes to blow you

away, with enhanced video ani-

mation, moie play levels, and the

intense music and sound effect of

QSound with 3-D sound process-

ing. Take SEGA CD™ to the outer

limits with

Psygnosis'

You've played these games, you know the score:
First there were rapid rodents, then came the manic
mammals and now we've got trantic felines. You
know you've got the moves to shred the rest, it's time
to add brains to your arsenal. Meet Puggsy, he's a
goofy little alien with a laid back attitude. But he's
in a terrible jam. While catching rays on some ran-
dom planet, the local bad guys scooped his space-
ship. Now he's on a frenzied search through a puz-
zling alien world; and, as we know, extra terrestrials

cant get home without their ride,

Puggsy takes you through 50 plus levels of cartoon
quality play, filled with secret rooms, hidden levels
and "Easter eggs" and featuring; Total Object
Interaction™ (TOI™) Puggsy actually uses his arms
to control forty different objects, solving puzzles and
zapping over 100 different alien creatures, as he
waddles his way through 17 bizcrrre lands. With a
multitude of sound FX and runes, Puggsy takes you
on an adventure that's endlessly entertaining.

new games;

Puggsy, Microcosm and Shadow

of the Beast II.

Psygnosis CD is Psensational.

Psygnosis
675 Massachusetts Ave.
Cambriage, MA 02139

(617)497-7794

SEGACD
GENESIS

^jBwui/*. This official seal isyour assurance that ttiis product

fjsfa
*-'

'

meets ttie highest quality standards of SEGA'
-

. BuyBA '

names and accessories with ttiis seal to be sore

. "=*»_ m ,l; t iiey are compatible wild ttie SEGAC D"" AND

\ /Ei£\* SEGA". GENESIS" SYSTEMS.

SEGA. SEGA CD AND GENESIS ARE TRADEMARKS OF SEGA ENTERPRISES. LTD ALL RIGHTS RESERVED



Just
GAME GEAR

Look for the transports in each level.

This one is on Hie lower level, to the

right. Stand directly under it and

you'll be whisked into a bonus room
filled with Stars. The more Stars you

collect, the more time you'll add to

your remaining time.

'5W5P
In level 1. when you drog oft Hie

sheer clin wltlt fln trail 01 Stars

leading down, you'll end op here,

next lo a dish of bird seed. Ignore It!

It's booby-trapped and will lake

away some ol your health.

Use Ihe giant Springs lo fly sky-high!

Take this one as tar up as you can to
" d another transport...and more

is Stars!

Wile E. Coyote just heard the dinner

helL.and you're on the menu. Tou
can't hurt him, so jump over him or

duck down as he Hies by. Keep

climbing higher lo Md the exit In Ihe

middled the tar right section.

86

OVERVIEW
With a familiar "Beep! Beep!", a puff of dust in his wake
and a scowling coyote in hot pursuit, Road Runner zips
across your Game Gear in Desert Speedtrap starring Road
Runner and Wife E. Coyote. Road Runner brings his trade-

k speed and wide-eyed spunkiness to this one-player

"""H- title from Sega. He also brings his ever-hungry,

F ) 1 ever-scheming enemy, Wile E. Coyote, for 12 lev-

els of action/adventure and comic antics remi-
I niscerrt of the cartoon series.

In a word, Desert Speedtmp is

fast. Fast-moving, frantic fun. You

speed through as Road Runner in

timed levels. Outpace enemies like

vultures and scorpions...and Wile

E., who shows up at the end of

each level, riding a rocket or some

other wacky device, trying his best

to have Road Runner for dinner.

^W^

LOONEY TUNES, characters, names arid all

related Indicia are trademarks ol Warner
Bros ©1993.

From here in Level 2, the Exit is up
and to the right. The secret to suc-

cess is short jumps. Long jumps will

cause you to overjump the narrow
ledge you need to land on and you'll

tall down to the lower level. Listen

lor Wile E. zooming by; duck when-

ever you hear him.

Some plants in the desert are car-

nivorous. You can't hurt them, so

avoid them.

. Dishes filled with bird seed will

replenish or hilly restore your

health. Some also mark restart

points. Just beware that some of

the dishes may he booby-trapped.

¥ Jump on your enemies. Some will

turn into power-ups which will

restore your health, add time to

your clock, give you invincibility

or boost you Into turbo.

v Jump at the end olclifls.lt you

don't, you'll stop dead in your

tracks, then drop like a 6rick...and

usually land on an enemy, ready

and waiting for you.

v Each Star you grab adds one

second to your time clock. Look

lor 'em in bunches to make it

worthwhile.

In Level 3, stay on the high road as

long as you can. If you drop down to

the low road, beware of Wile E. in

the bus. Jump on Ihe bus' tool when
it comes by and you can spring back
up to the high plateaus.

Look for Switches you can trip that

make helpful things happen. This

one is on the lower level in Level 5.

After you peck at it, walk to the tree

to the right. A platform will carry you

lo the top.

The bonus rooms in later levels ol

the game also have enemies in
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Lj The Ultimate msmm
d Canting RigllmSI IN PRIZES
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• [iniiniiu u

I you don't rely on the luck-of-the monitor, -St

drw Ym Memme'if'you win or'notYoVwin b outscormg others in a game of options include: CD-ROM. Thrustmaster ,«$«« ano weapons con,

sSlTcSi you solve the puzzle taelow? Then you have what it takes, h (»)« simpla bW Pro, modem, cash, games and mc*e „--„-„,
.acho! five more puzzles gels a little harder. But this time its We're talkin' bA Nil 1Mb HeAVeN.

-ections. Fill in the Mystery Word Grid with words going across tl

the Mystery Word down the side. Hint use the Mystery Word Clue.gas Yfi yTflaggj
X

Mystery
S
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V
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'.T^t'M E N T R Y w 5
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D
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Yes!

ENTER ME TODAY. HERE'S MY ENTREE FEE:

($3.00) Video Gaming Rig Contest

D ($3.00) Computer Gaming Rig Contest

($5.00) SPECIAL! Enter Both (SAVE $1,001

WORD LIST and LETTER CODE chart

ENTRY W CHASE G WINGS P STORM E

MAJOR ....H MICRO M DREAM R NINJA B

METER F QUEST O TURBO T RULER S

RANGE ....A TOWER J FLINT U HEAVY Z

MVSTFBY WORD CUE. WORLD RULERS HAVE IT, IT COMES OUT OF AN
""

OUTLET AND IK THIS CONTEST YOU HAVE IT!

irSSP SEND CASH, M.O., OR CHECK TO:
l^S PANDEMONIUM, P.O. BOX 26247

MINNEAPOLIS, MN 55426-0247
VOID WHERE PROHIBITED - ENTRY DEADLINE: POSTMARKED ET FEHRDARY5, 1394 ENTRY FEE MUST RE INCLUDED

OpN/aaaeeey per period EmfJoya ^fetarbsUtS

B r5iolmmaT Yn.'
n. lac 72KWashlpctOP Ave.S Edep

M LLicPapdlse eames and modela are Iradeaiarti el Lheir lespecave cppipapies YAPP Pa.e pp afPlaPoP

":..:. ISLYJPaademeippi.ldd.

ONSORED OR ENDORSED BY SEGA (



ine T-1000 liquid metal Terminator

Beat him in ay running up and hitting first appears in level two. You have

him, men retreating to the left before lo blast away to deep him down

long enough to move to another

area. Once you find him, bell dog

he has time lo bit or kick you.

Are you a Terminator fan? Flying Edge and Arena have two

Terminator titles currently out for the Game Gear. The most

recent Flying Edge release is Terminator 2: Judgment Day.

Based on the storyline of the blockbuster movie, you play

. this one-player cart as a Terminator sent back in

1 time to protect John and Sarah Connor from the

liquid metal T-IOOO Terminator, destroy Cyberdyne

Systems and eliminate the T-IOOO.

Search each room of the Pescadero

Hospital tor three things. Of course,

you need to find Sarah Connor, your

reason lor being here. Rooms also

contain power recharges, ammuni-

tion for your weapon and Cards lor

each floor's elevator.

When you don't have a weapon,

can punch both standing and kneel-

ing. The object of the first level is to

beat the boss and obtain a weapon.

TERMINAT0R™2: JUDGEMENT DAY. T2. ENDOSKELETON and Depiction of ENDOSKELETON are trademarks of

Carolco Pictures Inc. (U.S. and Canada): Carolco International N.V. (All Other Countries] and used by UN, Ltd. under

authorization. All rights reserved.

head, mid-area and torso, its strong

point? Missiles. Lots of missiles. HKs and running terminators. Use

missiles against dying enemies.

TERMINATOR. T2. ENDOSKELETON and Depiction ot ENDOSKELETON are trademarks of Carolco Pictures Inc. (U.S.

and Canada): Carolco International NV. (All Other Countries) and used by UN, Ltd. under authorization. ©1991 Mid-

way ^Manufacturing Company. All rights reserved.

72: The Arcade Game by Arena is the Game Gear follow-up

to the successful arcade and Genesis titles. But where the

Genesis version was controlled by the Menacer™, you play

72: The Arcade Game with your Game Gear button. A one-

player title, you play as a T-800 Terminator. Your

mission is to make it to the human shelter and

protect John Connor so he can send you back into

the past to protect his younger self.

88 Sega Visions • Decembei/Januarii 1394



} J ith a mad
howl, the transformtion
is complete—and the ' I

journey begins.

From the fire you emerge. I

half man, half monster . .

.

a snarling wolfbeast hellbent

on revenge. There's not a bolt

spitting arthropod who can sto

you on your quest
to rescue your father.

Tonight you've got

enough aninial instinct

to tear apart a thousand
mutant minions.

I moon fever and
lfchild to the rescue!

b:^*i

NEED A GAME TIP?
CALL 1-900-454-4JVC^mm^mm



In the Shell Shock level, chew out so cJose...3Mmsfl ,
"J-11™

the area undet every overturn! lor jUstm otmchJm«Llat nai is

red dols. Red dots add lo your total and fioW
„„,'"'"*m lo (tie left

coolness. _

The cool red dude wfth the tude brings his special fizz and
poptothe Game Gear. He's Cool SPOTfrom Virgin Games.

UWearing shades and walkin' the walk, SPOT- of
7-UP fame— somersaults, leaps, bounces, climbs
and shoots bursts of 7-UP at enemies through

I eight big, maze-tike levels.

end.. .but you also have to collect

enough coolness to be able to

open the cage. Collect the red dots

and your coolness increases.

Achieve maximum coolness and

soon you 11 be seeing red all over

the place!

^»
sand MttT youm them, some will wood to Mss agjg

"•* retted

Become nower-ups.

aximum coolness and

g a bud in need are the goals

of Cool SPOT. Your chums have

been captured by Wicked Will,

who earned his name collecting

rare creatures. You have to free

them before the timed rounds

m SCrwn. ff ft S )00 0W, On hafh and

foii'U tram » B*>"* *•*•
D1_

KLml. Press llwO-Bunon lid

slide down.

and 7-UP glasses,

your health.

You definitely want to

Bonus Round nower-ups. T

Bonus Round is big-time bounci

tun worth lots of extra paints If

you do it right!

It yau run out ol time and have a

tile remaining to return to the

round, all the enemies return, loo.

Explore everywhere high and low
in each level for red dots.

m tonus level is 60 seconds OIK

and tun! Look intlie under berths or

extra points and stodwatctos tnal

extend your time. Wf

Sen lisl



GENESIS
At long last the space fairing trio of Erik the Swift ; Ba1<_- 3
and Olaf the Stout , have arrived in the land of SEGA Genesis. With

usical score and your help, -our humorous heroes fight the

.. ay through over 40 rip-roaring levels and worlds. Hurry! Only you

can get these lonely vikes home. ^^ j *. .. J-

i VMIN6S

mr •
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I otally outrageous! Thats what we want to

see. Its the Sega Visions search for astonishing

Game Gear players. Ifyou or a fnend have

played Game Gear somewhere completely dif-

ferent or totally peculiar we want to see your

photo. Some of the photos we've received in the

past include readers playing Game Gear atop a

camel, in the sidecar of a motorcycle and on the

steps of the Red Square in Moscow— get the

idea? As with all of our contests, read the rules

carefully, keep it safe, legal and harmless. Oh
yeah, about the prizes— if you're eccentric

enough to win the Grand Prize, you'll get 25

Game Gear titles of your choice, a Deluxe Cany

All Case (you're gonna need it), a Super Wide

Gear, a Car Adaptor and a Cleaning Gear. If

you're a First Prize winner, you'll get your

choice of 15 Game Gear titles and a Deluxe

Carry All Case. And if you're a Second Prize

winner, you'll get five Game Gear titles of your

choice and a handy Holster Bag to boot. Sound

good? Well, pack up your Game Gear and start

thinking unique locale— but dont go looking

for any camels— it's been done.

OFFICIAL ENTRY FORM
Complete the information requested below on

this entry form, or by providing the same Infor-

mation on a 3x5 card and mail it, stapled to

your photo, to:

SEGA VISIONS

GAME GEAR SIGHTINGS PHOTO CONTEST
P.O. Box 3899
Redwood City, CA 94064

Name
Address

Cltv State ZIP

Phone ( 1

Locale of photo

Sex Age

Sega, Sega Visions, Game Gear and Super Wide

Gear are trademarks of SEGA.

© 1993 SEGA. All rights reserved.

92

Official
1. No purchase necessary. Void where prohibited.

2. To enter the GAME GEAR SIGHTINGS please com-

plete the Official Entry Form below, or by providing

the same information on a 3x5 card, and send it

along stapled lo your Game Gear photo to Sega

Visions:

GAME GEAR SIGHTINGS

P.O. Box 3899

Redwood City, CA 94064

3. All entries must be postmarked by January 31

,

1994, No mechanically reproduced entry forms will

be accepted. Enter the contest as often as you like,

but each entry must be mailed separately. Sega

Visions is not responsible for lost, late, misdirect-

ed or stolen entries. Entries which are mutilated or

illegible will be disqualified.

4. The prizes are one (1 ) Grand Prize of twenty five

(25] Game Gear titles of your choice, subject to

present availability, a Deluxe Carry All case, a

Super Wide Gear, a Car Adaptor and a Cleaning

Gear; one (1) First Prize of fifteen (15) Game Gear

titles of your choice, subject to present availability

Sega Visions • December/Januarq 1994

Rules:
and a Deluxe Carry All case; one (1 ) Second Prize

of five (5) Game Gear titles of your choice, subject

to present availability, a Holster Bag. Cash will not

be awarded in lieu of stated prize. Winners are

solely responsible for all applicable federal, state

and local taxes.

5. Winners wiil be selected by the editors of Sega

Visions. The decision of the Sega Visions editors

is final. The three (3) winners will be announced in

the April/May 1994 issue of Sega Visions. By sign-

ing the entry form, you grant Sega Visions the right

to reproduce and print your winning photo in Sega

Visions. All photos entered into this contest

become the property of Sega Visions. No photos

will be returned. Winners may also be required to

sign an affidavit of eligibility and publicity release

prior to publication of the winning photos in Sega

Visions or Sega Visions reserves the right to select

an alternate winner.

6. This contest is open to all residents of the US and

Puerto Rico, except employees of Sega of America,

Inc. and their immediate families.



Catch'em if you can.

Wiz n' Liz have done it now.
They've lost their rabbits, man and how.
They may be good magicians, amazing young and old.
But that last spell they cast must have had a little mold.
Their hutch hill ot bunnies is now empty, it seems.
The rabbits are everywhere it's like a bad dream.
Now for Wiz and Liz, it's a frantic affair.

Racing to and fro to catch the last hare.

Join Wiz N1

Liz in their frantic race to regain their way-
ward wabbits. Dash across the screen collecting rabbits
and gaining bonus points by scooping up ingredients for
spells. This one or two-player game is a fast, smooth

playing, multidimensional, non-violent adven-
ture that keeps you going at a furious pace. Chock full

of hidden levels, puzzles and
bonus games Wiz N' Liz will

never cease to keep your
attention. Multiple sound
tracks. 360 pixel/second
scrolling for super smooth animation
and 56 levels of colorful graphics
make this search for bunnies an
exciting, whimsical journey
through imaginary lands.

SEGA AND GENESIS

675 Massachusetts Ave.
Cambridge. MA 02139

(617)497-7794

GENESIS
This official seal is your assurance
that this product meets trie highest

• quality standards ol SEGA". Buy
' games and accessories with this sea!

to be sure that they are compatible

with the SEGA" GENESIS'
-

SYSTEM.

A ENTERPRISES, LTD. ALL RIGHTS RESERVED.



FASTER THAN A
ad >> nmitm

NOT!

You've played these
games, you know the
score: First there were
rapid rodents, then came
the manic mammals and now we've got frantic
felines. You know you've got the moves to shred
the rest, it's time to add brains to your arsenal
Meet Puggsy, he's a goofy little alien with a laid
back attitude all his own. But he's in a terrible jam.
While catching rays on some random planet the
local bad guys scooped his spaceship. Now he's
on a frenzied search through a puzzling alien
world; and, as we know, extra
tenestrials can't get home with-
out their ride.

Puggsy takes you through 50 plus

levels of play, filled with secret
rooms, hidden levels and
"Easter eggs". With Total
Object Interaction™ (TOFM)

Puggsy actually uses his arms
(no rodent's ever done that) to control forty different
objects, solving puzzles and zapping over one hun-
dred different alien
creatures, as he wad-
dles his way through
seventeen bizarre lands.

With a multitude
of sound FX and tunes,
Puggsy takes you
on an adventure
that's endlessly 6

_
75 Massachusetts Ave.

entertaining.

SEGA CD
GENESIS

y^/i This official seal is your assurance that

S
as * ''

li!
-'

^'"-' a,:r- [ mee1s tn e highest quality

(bISA standards ot SEGA' Bjy games and

V I*~^. ' accessories with this seal to be sure that

\jKsV* tney are compatible with the SEGA C D~
•m ,• AMD SEGA" GENESIS' SYSTEMS.

SEGA. SEGA CD AND GENESIS ARE TRADEMARKS OF SEGA ENTERPRISES, LTD. ALL RIGHTS RESERVED.
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S3

Very Good mmmm
Good mmm
Fair mm
Poor m

Will and Rick (the dashin' c

adoes of the tide) are constantly

vying for Jennys attention. This

time, they're batding it out to see

The number of titles that can plaii

on Sega machines continues to

gram at an amazing rare, so me had

to come up uiith a uiaii of telling

you about all the games out there

rithoul marling the magazine too

big to fit in pi mailbox. So. we

came up with Fast Tabes, a section

inhere qou can read about a lot of

games, without having to read a lot

of moids.

tames in this section are tated

on eacti of five categories: Graph-

ics. Sound & Music. Plag Controls.

Depth & Challenge, and Overall Fur.

These ratings ate based on the

intensive testing and evaluation

carried out by out reviewers and

game counselors. Slatting this

issue, we will be tepottin; ratings

uiirh the help of our friend Sonic
-

liie more little Somes next to a

category, the higher the rating.

Hatings are interpreted as follows:

llent T^?^?^^^-

who will be her bodyguard on

her round-the-world trip. We
found the action fast and funny

with lots of fun places to go and

things to do.

Six stages, each with three lev-

els, provide lots of staying power

for this one- or two-player game.

And the three levels of difficulty

should satisfy even the most

proficient gamers.

Genesis

Socket

Whoops, sorry. We thought you

said Sonic. Given the many simi-

larities between the iwo games

(even the titles sound similar), it

would be easy to make that mis-

take. Sonic faas will have mixed

feelings about this game, however.

On the one hand, they will enjoy

seven rounds (with three levels per

round) of Sonic-like action, puz-

zles and game play. On the other

hand, the low challenge factor will

probably make them wish they

had waited for the next Sonic

adventure.

Genesis

Awesome

Possum

You are Awesome Possum, crusad-

ing for a dean, pollution-free plan-

et. Your arch-enemy, Dr. Machino,

will stop at nothing to turn the

Earth into a toxic wasteland. You

have to chase the evil Doctor

through five separate worlds until

you reach the ultimate showdown.

While we found the challenge

to be worth)' ofmost gamers, we

thought the game could have been

a little more fun (hey, us a game,

OK?). We also thought the graph-

ics could have used a little polish.

Publisher

Category:

No. Players:

Data East

Action/Arcade

Single, 2P ICompi

ill

VicTokai

Action/Arcade

Single

Publisher

Category:

No. Players:

Tengen

Action/Arcade

Single

Graphics ?*^^?* Graphics $g|t$l$ Graphics mm
Sound & Music ****** Sound & Music *M Sound & Music mmm
Play Controls ****** Play Controls ****** Play Controls m
Depth & Challenge "•^r^'^tV Depth 8 Challenge **** Depth & Challenge *%*%*S

Overall Fun I******* Overall Fun ****** Overall Fun mm
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Gome Gear Game Gear Game Gear Game Gear

Last Action Hero Agassi Tennis Robocod Tesserae

like father, like son" might be a

ay of describing this action/

•.venture title spawned by the

summer movie of the same name.

'--: got the teefing that the game

*"3s rushed into production a little

-V soon, probably before it was

ready. How else can you explain

trt jerky play control, or the anti-

-iTactic ending that most people

. .; consider a letdown after a

_ iime?

On the plus side, we liked the

rasp graphics, although we felt it

fended more than that to keep the

.
-.;;<. gamer interested long

T.ough to get through it.

James Pond is back with a new

adventure for the Game Gear. Bat-

tle the sinister Dr. Maybe through

nine challenging rescue missions

as you try to save Santa Claus' fac-

tory from the penguin-shaped

This game is like pistachios for the

mind— easy to get into, but hard

to put down. The object is to

remove tiles from the board by

While we liked the graphics, we

thought the play controls could

have been tighter— after all, isn't

player control what a sports title is

all about? The uneven play con-

trols made this game more difficult

than it should have been. We also

ihought the player movements

looked unrealistic.

fSKplEll
-jmrnmBrms-.

rei rrrs

bombs. This time our finny friend

is outfitted with a special robosuit

allowing him to venture onto land

(hence his codename Robocod).

We found some of the bosses to be

jumping over them, ending up

with one remaining tile, The tiles

movement is determined by the

colors of the adjoining tiles.

arra±i

iprrrr

You can choose to play in a

tournament which takes you

through quarter-finals, semis and

finals, or play against opponents of

different abilities. But we couldn't

figure out why there were only

two female players and five

males....

pretty tough though not impossi-

ble. Perseverance is the key to get-

ting through this one

You can play a Tournament or

single-player game, choosing Easy,

Medium or Hard levels (and

believe us, Hard is hard). There

follow nine stages of increasingly

difficult game play A reverse

option lets you back up any num-

ber of moves. Ifyou like tough

addictive puzzle games, you'll love

this one.

i'jphics

Sony Publisher:

Action/Arcade Category:

Single No. Players:

?$?$?$ Graphics

: jnd & Music ?$*$?$?$ Sound & Music

•/ Controls

a &

-•all Fun

*$?$ Play Controls

1\^ y\ Depth & Challenge

*$*$?$ Overall Fun

TecMagik Publisher

Sports Category:

Single No. Players:

«ww Graphics min^is
*Sf* Sound & Music ***
*« Play Controls w*

*** Depth & Challenge r$«$*|

»$»**$ Overall Fun *5?$?$

Publisher: Gameteh

Category: Puzzle

No. Players: Single

Graphics *$

Sounds Music r^r^T^

Play Controls ?$?$?$

Depth & Challenge ^r^*^*^.

Overall Fun ?$?$?$
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Game Gear Game Gear Game Gear Game Gear

James Bond Gear Works Off The Wall Cliffhanger

As Special Agent 007, you have

to infiltrate the evil Professor

Greypens private island and

destroy his space shuttle. You'll

meet some familiar faces along

the way namelyJaws, Bones

and Oddjob.

2_i •

With three difficulty levels,

four stages and three levels per

stage, this game should keep most

gamers satisfied. And while we
thought the game could have

moved a little faster, we thought

the ending level was great.

Domark

Action/Arcade

Single

Graphics «w
Sound i Music 55*$?$
Play Controls ^?J?5
Depth S Challenge *«W
derail Fun *«

Lots of originality and a multitude

of levels make this puzzle game

tons of fun. You have to transform

the 1 2 Wonders of the World into

This classic paddle game can trace

its ancestry back to the old Apple

II days. After many generations of

improvements, this Game Gear

^LjfL

linking gears and cogs on a peg

board, and getting the one station-

ary gear to work. But use too

many gears, and your 'machine"

will overheat. And watch out for

the Poffins, creatures that try to

rust your a

version offers Gear-to-Gear capa-

bility for competitive play 62 dif-

ferent screens and 999 levels of

If you liked the movie, you might

get a lack out of this Game Gear

version, but we won't guarantee it.

For one thing, we thought the

graphics and play control were

about average, while the fun factor

was definitely borderline, even

with six levels and reasonably

To help you in your unique

quest, you have access to an

assortment of tools and weapons,

such as guns, bombs and oil.

The concept is simple: Move

your paddle to hit a ball thats

bouncing back and forth, until

you knock it out the exit box and

into the next level. Before you can

do that, however, you have to

knock a variety of bricks out of the

way While we felt the unlimited

Continues made it a little too easy,

we rated it high on Overall Fun.

Even the instructions were

unclear You are told to collect all

the money bags to save your

friends, but we found you can win

the game without collecting any

money or saving anybody. Go

98

Sony imagesoft Publisher: Tengen

Puzzle Category: Action/Arcade

Single No. Players: Single, 2P (Compl

U$t$ Graphics f$>?3$

r^r^ Sound & Music r^r^r^

^^^ Plsv Controls ?$?$*$?$
Depth & Challenge ?$*$*$*$ Depth & Challenge T* T* ?*
Overall Fun *****$ Overall Fun ?$?$*$«(
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Sony Imagesoft

Action/Arcade

Single

Graphics »*«
Sound & Music $**«
Play Controls ?*?*
Depth & Challenge $m
Overall Fun

«**i



OFFICIAL REBATE FORM ^TTP?T^
To receive cash rebate, send this Form including lOouter wrappers from full size rolls of Life Savers

hard roll candy along with dated cash register receipt showing purchase of Sonic Spinball™ or other

SEGA™ product. THIS OFFICIAL FORM MUST ACCOMPANY REBATE REQUEST

Mail lo: Name_
LIFE SAVERSSEGA REBATE OFFER . .,

P.O. Bo, 5852
A ',d

.

^es,

Kalamazoo, Ml 49003-5852 City _
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Ecco must learn a special sung.

Consult the Information Glyph.

The Killer Whale and others,

ercsAurei [j. '.','' help :/0i' _t:i-'n.i j,,i;.r

journey. Seek cut the reiuveiuiti'u

power of the Shelled" Ones.

1%
'it

The Asterite knows mysterious,

ancient secrets. Sing to him ant!

ECCO THE
DOLPHIN:

Swim very slowly past the

Octopus. He attacks when
>!.- tenses movement.
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Remote Arcade Pad
Donl you halt: when you are in the middle ofsome

intense X-Men action and your little brother trips over

your controller cord and sends your system flying? Or

when your new kitten. Claws II, decides that your

controller cord is a lethal lifeform that must be brutal-

ized and terminated immediately? The Remote

Arcade Pad may help you overcome these little frus-

trations of everyday gaming life. With the Remote

Arcade Pad you can sit up to 1 5 feet from your screen

and enjoy unrestricted, hassle-free cordless game play.

Picture the 6-Button Arcade Pad without a cord

and you'll have a pretty good idea of how the Remote

Arcade Pad looks and plays. It works by sending an

infrared beam to a receiver that plugs into both ports

of your Genesis. Youll get the same arcade-style feel of

the 6-Button Arcade Pad with six buttons for easier,

faster game play just like the 6-Button Arcade Pad,

^ multi-move combinations^A are a snap.

{ ^k The Remote Arcade Pad

I ^AB can also be used in either

ft ^H one- ot two-player modes.

B ^H For two-player remote

^^ gaming you'll need to pur-

chase a second Remote Arcade Pad

(but not a second receiver, since the ont

receiver can handle two Remote Pads at the one time).

With this newest addition to the Arcade Line you get

compatibility with all Genesis and Sega CD games

—

and of course you'll get to take full advantage of all the

new tides designed for six-button

tern piaVet

102

and Receiver plugs

into your Genesis.

Team Player
If you've ever been accused of not being a "team play-

er" heres the chance to prove yourself. This new adap-

tor can transform your Genesis into the ultimate team

machine. Imagine planning your next party and

telling your guests to bring their own controllers

(BYOC). With Team Player, you and up to four

(depending on the software) of your most feisty

friends can get together for real team competition. You

can compete for victory on new specially designed

multi-player games like Gauntlet W, Lost Vikings and

Wimbledon Tennis. See Running The Gauntlet for more

information on the four-player version of Gaundet.

Also, check out the review of Gauntlet IV in this issue.

Team Player is designed to plug into either port of

your Genesis. With four controllers plugged into one

Team Player, you can day as individuals or two-on-

two; add another Team Player and you and up to

seven people can play When all the players are

plugged into the Team Player, just set the Select

Switch to the multi-player setting. Once in the game,

each player selects Start and their own options. The

Team Players plug accepts all standard Genesis con-

tfoller plugs so each player can use the controller of

their preference— allowing for the type of game

being played and individual game play style.

Note that not aE four-player adaptors are compati-

ble with all four-player games, and that some games

that claim to be four-player may not work with the

Team Player. To be absolutely sure, check the box to

see that the game will work on the Team Player. Team

Player is the only multi-player adaptor that fully sup-

ports six buttons, the Mega Mouse and the Activator,

not to mention future eight-player games. Team Play-

er is available in stores and directly from Sega by call-

ing 1-800-USA-SEGA,

isions • Decemiier/January 1994



Mouse Update
louse Flash - New Mouse info just in - the

redesigned mouse has a sleek new symmetrical

design. It's like a PC mouse that has been specialized

be video games - perfect for lefties or nghties. You'll

especially appreciate the point-and-click accuracy if

you like role playing, action, puzzle or an and paint

ndes. It has three Action buttons and a recessed Start

button (so you don't accidentally press START in the

middle of your all-time highest scoring game). The

use comes with its own thick Mega-Mouse

'rich is durable enough to use on your floor or

n your lap. Watch for Mega Mouse compatible

: -Tics due out soon such as ftjputtjiis 11, Fun and

_>-.lv. My Paint (Sega CD), and Shanghai

|
Oagons Eye, with lots more compatible

lodes in the works.

ASCIIs New
Six-Button 'Sticks

fn the market for a good six-button controller? You

should take a look atwhat ASC11WARE has to offer.

Dne of Segas licensed manuiacturers, ASCIIWARE is

.ready known for its highly popular SG series of Gen-

sis compatible three-button controllers. With six-but-

n compatible games now a reality on the Genesis

D, ASCIIWARE has taken their consider-

able knowledge of Sega products and come

i-button controllers, the

'ad SG-fc™ control pad and the

digger Tighter Slick 5G-6™.

Already available in most toy and game stores,

the new ASCIIWARE six-button SG-6 controllers con-

.1 the features that have made their products

r with gamers, plus the additional buttons and

ntages of six-button play

Tough Sticks
Pick up either the Fighter Stick SG-6 or the ASClIPad

SG-6 and youll notice how well they fit your hand.

Each is based on the etgonometric design they've

made famous with their earlier controllers and are

very durably built. Standard pad features include an

extra-long cord , Automatic and Turbo for all six but-

tons, Slow switch and Stan button. There is also a

Mode switch which lets you use the stick and pad as

three-button controllers, playing with the A, B and

C Buttons.

The main difference between the two, besides size,

is the button layout. Look carefully at the ASClIPad

SG-6 and you'll notice that the Z and C Buttons are

located on the outside front of each pad instead of the

familiar three-by-three button layout of most con-

troller. ASCIIWARE chose this innovative design after

conducting an extensive survey of game controllers.

While hardcore Sega players may find the "two-by-

two and two side" layout unfamiliar, a little play

time will have you into your favorite moves

and combos with the greatest of <

You'll be able tojam on your SG-6

controllers with such

Street Fighter H from Capcom

and Eternal Champions

from Sega (see the exten-

sive review in this issue ) ,
as

well as even' g;

licensed by Sega for six-button play.

Whether you like hand-sized controllers or

go for the larger sticks, ASCIIWAREs new six-

button Fighter Stick SG-6 and ASClIPad SG-6 are

how to win.

The revolutionary new ASClIPad SG-6 has a two-

by-two and two side layout that allows

you to hold the control pad at a Hat-

ter angle. Many players find

this position more

comfortable,

Players will find the Fighter

Stick SG-6's short slick

and three-by-three but-

ton layout lamlllar

and easy to use.

Sega Visions • December/Januflfu 1994
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GET ACTIVATED!
Ifwinning twenty-four (yes, thatk 24) FREE games

doesn't interest you, read no further
—

'cuz believe it

or not, that's the prize for this contest. Here's the story

Recently a few of us here at the magazine spotted a co-

worker totally engrossed in a game with the Activator.

It was something about the way he wasjumping up

and down on one foot with his hands above his head

— like he was trying to do Kung Fu and flag down a

taxi at the same time— thai inspired us to have a new

contest . The first ever— Get Activated! Contest.

The rules (read
l

em carefully) are simple —just

send us a photo of yourself using the Activator. The

judges will choose three winners based on;

1) Best all round

2) Most athletic, and

3} Funniest.

All three winners will receive the following games

that are outlined in the Activator Game Guide (subject

to present availability);

Ayrton Sennas Super Monaco GP

I

Ayrton Sennas Super Monaco GP II

Best of the Best Championship

Cool Spot

CyborgJustice

Decapattack

Eternal Champions

Evander Hoh/fields "Real Deal" Boxing

G-LOC Air Battle

Golden Axe

Greatest Heavyweights

Kid Chameleon

Mortal Kombat from Arena

Outrun 2019

Sonic The Hedgehog

Sonic The Hedgehog 2

Street Fighter II: Special Champion Edition

from Capcom

Streets of Rage

Streets ofRage 2

Super Hang-On

Talespin

Toejam & Earl

World of Illusion Starring Mickey Mouse

X-Men

GET ACTIVATED!
CONTEST RULES

1

.

No purchase necessary. Void where prohibited.

2. To enter the GET ACTIVATED! CONTEST ptese fill out the Office! Entry Farm

below (or by providing Iresame information on a 3 x 5 card), and send it along with

your ACTIVATOR photo to Sega Visions

GET ACTIVATED! CONTEST

P.O. Bo. 3899

Redwood City, CA 94054

3. All entrirs must be postmarkeQ 6y January 31. 1994. Nn mechanicaUy reproducett

entry forms will he accepted. Enter Die contest as often as you like, but each entry

must be mailed separately. S^a Visions is not responsible for lost. late, misdirect-

ed, or stolen entries. EnKes which- are mutHaled or illegible will be disqualified.

4. The prizes for each oi the three winners will be the twenty-lour titles listed anew.

Cash will rwt te awarded in lieu of sJated prize. Winners are sole-y responstole for

ail applicable federal, state and local taxes.

5. Winners will deselected by the editors of Sega Vrsiors. The dedsion dI the editors is

final. The three (3) winners will be announced in Ire April/May issueol Sega Visions.

By signing the entry torn, you grant Sega Visions the righftoitrMra arid print your

winning photo. All photos entered into thiscontest tecone the propsrtyoi Sega

Visions. No photos will be returned. Winners may also be required to sign an aftitfavil

of eligibility and publicity release prior to publication of the winning photos in Sega

Visions or Sega Wsicrs reserves the right lo seted an aitefnate winner.

6. This contest is open to alt residenis of ine US and Puerto Rico, except employees of

Sega of America, inc. and their immediate families.

0FRG4ALEhTBYFORM

Complete the iiformatkm requested bekm on this entry

form (or 3x5 card) and mail it stapled to your photo, to:

SEGA VISIONS ACTIVATOR CONTEST

P.O. Box3m Redwood Cfty.CA 94064,

_ Category.

Sega, Sega Visions, and Activator are trademarks of SEGA.

©1993 SEGA All rights reserved.
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Bla,eJca,aa,lrc,t„l,„„,r SiJ,

Kick Attack. Skate Jelicers a Head
Batt and Ell,™ Smash Combo.

Skate s Migraine Attack is a major

keadacke far these packs. Use the

Corkscrew Attack c„ the likes /,„(-

i,3 arcaad the coraer.

BU cLadl,, Kikcusha Attack ca„

ecea the odds. Lack far power-ops

acd c'tkcr'caJsZs

I

I

I

I

I

t

z

1 - 1
IfSkate's Doulle S«A ffiwt Jaun'i put

out that fire, try tlw Migraine Attack.

Aatl gees an a rampage when hs gets his

bands on weapons like the leaJ pipe.

H E N E X



Uv/'-.- (.FrjtrJ I 'pps-Kiit if f/w ii-'j (J

vaJuuo Mr. X. Miiiqiihli u.'ur /iv (iwi.\

1*4forJ with the Dragon Smash.

SI&A

Skate, Bla2e and Axel of

Streets of Rage" 2 have

all their tricks from the

Genesis" version, plus a

completely new maneuver.

Good thing, too. C112 if

they're going to bring

peace back to the streets,

they're going to nave to go

through Mr. X. AnJ he,

not feeling very neighborly.

I



SPORTS
©I
THE INSIDE TRACK ON SPORTS GAMES

Hoikloliday greeungs, sports fans!

This pass, the Football Section

contains reviews of NH. Football

'94Stamng]oe Montana, Madden

'94, Team Super Bowl and NFL

QuflrterkcJi Club. Check out the

plays and the moves , then take a

look at the Football Features Grid

on page 1 12 for a side-by-side

comparison of their features.

Next we're taking a hard look at

Pro Moves Soccei; Champions Worid

Class Soccer and FIFA International

Soccer— all new for the Genesis.

For the golfnut, we've got two

titles that make you wanna put on a

bnght green shut, Bermuda shorts

and a pair of golf shoes. Pebble Beach

GolfLinks for the Genesis and PGA

Tour Golf for the Game Gear are

exactly what the indoor golfer and

golfer-on-the-go ordered.

To round out the sports titles

covered in this edition of Sports

Playbook, we'll show you two

slamming games that feature the

spon of fisticuffs. We'll visit Piddick

Bowe Boxing for the Game Gear

and Greatest Heavyweights kit

the Genesis,

Remember, sports fans, Sports

Playbook is your inside track to

sports games. Look here every issue

for bigger and better coverage of all

ihi* hottest titles.

K7l
FOOTBALL'94

lo for a whole season of

£ Playoffs and the

Super Bowl in this electrifying

pigskin tide from Sega Sports. You'll

never lose a play with full battery

back-up. Try great new features like

audibles, screen passes, 360-degree

spins and diving catches. Change

your view and play dynamics from

game to game by checking out all six

unique field views and varying the

weather conditions. Join players like

Reggie White, Jem' Rice and Emmiti

Smith down on the field for all the

helmet-cracking impact."»"
: Create offensive fireworks with

the new Speed Bursts.

Kit Button C for an audible al the

line ol scrimmage.

Take turos with a triend and

change the Vertical Perspective

from an offensive to defensive

perspective by hitting Pause and

choosing Field View.

Follow the Game Stats and use the

information. If you are not suc-

cessful in the air, try running.

108

Spectacular gridiron action comes your way with NFL Foot-

ball '94 Starring Joe Montana from Sega Sports for the

Genesis. Joe and the actual players of the NFLPA are here

with the 28 real NFL teams, logos, stats and true player

attributes. You get more than 800 NFLPA players, terrific

new player animations, hyper-responsive player control and

a hot new 'Behinb-the-Quarterback View" that puts you

right on the field. Try the new Speed Bursts to elude

defenders, easier passing control and the jacked-up

defense that will slam runners and receivers to the turf. A
faster, improved Sports Talk play-by-play keeps

your ear on the game, and the new passing and

running controls keep your hands controlling the

play with even more ease.

all your choices at this screen

before the start of the game. You can

even choose to coach or play.

Turn onthe speed with a Speed Burst

by pressing Button C white running.



You can control the ball movement

somewhat with the D-Button while

kicking field goals.

The new ref animations will tell

you when ywr first-down attempt

Snow on (he Meld won't greatly

affect your ball-handling ability.

Madden
NFL '94

id then there are the Mad-

denisms. What (you ask) are Mad-

denisms? This is a Maddenism:

"The quarterback should never

hold the ball that long!" you hear

after a play. You can turn on and

offJohn Maddens ongoing and

sometimes searing commentary

about your winning and messed-

up plays. From fake snaps to audi-

bles and no-huddle offenses to

dual-view instant replay you'll find

a lot of helmet-busting football in

this can.

PIWTn
vary your plays by choosing to

Flip them and run them from the

opposite side.

At the Play Call screen bluff your

human opponent by pressing But-

ton B when the box is over the

play you're pretending to call.

Try the No Huddle Offense as the

clock is running down at the end

of a hall.

Substitute your QB with a better

runner it Hie learn you are playing

has given up zero yards passing.

Look at the thermomeler lhat otters a

visual view ol your teams' match-

ups so you can easily compare your

strengths and weaknesses.

Madden NFL '94 from E. A. Sports for the Genesis is not the

same old pigskin game as Madden '93. This title features 80

teams, including 28 '93 NFL teams, 12 alHime great fran-

chise teams, 38 Super Bowl teams since '66 and two "All-

Madden" teams. The various play modes include exhibition,

full season, championship, franchise and new playoffs. Use

- either your three- or six-button controller for easy

I J play choices. With variable views, weather, pass

catch mode and play call mode, you won't ever be

stuck in the same old game.

The return man automatically catch-

es Die ball when you are receiving.

Concentrate on where the defenders

are and how to get around them.

Button A chooses the play, but

remember that you can change your

mind and choose again. The

press ot Button A is your final chi

Take those fumbles and make hay.

This one goes all the way to the

end-zone.

Use the Drive Summary to to

your progress

If the opposing quarterback holds

the ball loo long you can sack 'em

smack em. Enough said.
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Check your game stats throughout

(he game to see in what areas your

weaknesses lie.
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I he popularity ofTecmos tides

is due to their ease of play. This

ones no different. The game play is

easy to control, easy to understand

and fairly solid. Theres no real

coaching simulation. You just set

your plays and go. The cinematic

screens are what sets this one

apart. Line up for a field goal lack

and suddenly you are swept into

an amazing animated sequence

that takes you from the kick right

through the ball bouncing off the

uprights...and through. Arcade

action and big cinematic anima-

tions are the keys with Tecmo

Super Bowl.""
• Save your game results and

leam/player slats via the battery

tor later play.

1/ Go tor a field goal tl you are past

the 40-yard line.

• Kick as deep as you can, 'cause

there are now touchbacks.

:' Sort through (he players tor those

with the hottest stats when setting

up your own pro bowl.

Go for some yardage with Tecmo Super Bowl from Tecmo
for the Genesis. This title features all the real players from
the National Football League Players Association (NFLPA)

and 28 actual NFL teams. This update of the arcade smash
hit has all-new cinema screens, a new Coach mode and the

.
original arcade Tournament style. This 8-meg cart

lets you create your own pro bowl from the exist-

ing teams and players or try a three-year schedule

of 17 weeks each.

Heave a long bomb once in awhile.

I-AWrknit: tayi.ok

Sack the quarterback and you get a

cinema screen as a prize.

The Play Choice screen is where you

do your best to out-strategize your

opponent.

Timing is the key to distance during

the kickotl.

You only see the scoreboard if you

put numbers on it and at the end of

the game.

Vary your play. Flashy passes are

great but ft never hurts to run for the

first down.
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eatures include 28 NFL teams

md 128 offensive and defensive

play- possibilities all rolled into an

authentic play experience. Test

our skills in Exhibition, Playoff

rod Super Bowl play In the "Cre-

Se your own QB" area, you'll

select from various skills, like

r^eed and accuracy, to build your

wn ultimate top dog. The Quar-

-rback Challenge has four skills

. :mpetitions— Accuracy, Speed

nd Mobility, Distance, and Read

nd Recognition.

Ml Team Matchup screen lets you

: ;npare the strengths and weak-

-esses ol the clubs chosen.

:-eck out the differences between

:ur QB and the one picked up by

:ur opponent and use them to your

.vantage.

Airborne pigskin and bonejarring tackles abound in NFL Quar-

terback Club from Arena for the Genesis. With 10 NFL quarter

backs, including Boomer Esiason, Jim Kelly, Warren Moon and

Mark Rypien, in their very own Quarterback Challenge, you'll

use the sport's biggest and best gunslingers. Check out the

oneofaJtind "Quarterback's-eye-view" hi this early look at

what promises to be a great cart. Create your own

quarterback for competition or take on the Quarter

back Challenge by pitting the leagues' best arms

against each other in four skills competitions.

Watch the kick meter tor the optimal

release time.

Kick It tar enough and it's touchback

time tor your opponent.

rteiback Club"" is a trademark of itie National

jue. All Rights Reserved.

&&&&***
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GAMES
Madden NFL '94

NFL '94 Starring

Joe Montana
NFL Quarterback Club Tecmo Super Bowl

Cart Size

(or capacity)
16 megs 16megs 16 megs 8 megs

Teams 80 28 current 28 current 28 current

Number of Players 1*4 1to2 1to2 1to2

Defensive Plays 70 40+
128 defensive and

offensive combined
N/A

Offensive Plays
144 (not including

special teams)

thousands (includes

individual teams)

128 defensive and
offensive combined

N/A

Official Licenses NFL, Madden NFL, NFLPA, Montana
NFL Quarterback Hub

(10 stars)
NFL, NFLPA

Stats Tracking Team Season Stats Team, Player m Team Season, Player

Play Modes
Exhibition, Season,

New/Championship/

Franchise-Playoffs

Exhibition, Season '91,

'92, '93

Regular Season, Playoffs.

Super Bowl, Exclusive

Quarterback Challenge

Coach, Arcade,

3-Year Schedule

View Perspectives 1 6 1 1

Instant Replays yes, with reverse yes no no

Audibles
yes, changeable during

game yes N/A no

Changeable Weather yes yes yes no

6-Button Compatible yes yes yes no

Battery Back-Up yes yes no yes

Talk Feature

(speech, commentary

or announcer)

Maddenisms (advice and

comments) Full Play-by-play no no

Cinematic Cut Scenes Scoreboard Animations Yes, Referee Scenes N/A Tons of Varied Scenes

Continued on Page 114
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WE WANTED TO EXPLAIN

HOW ACCURATE OUR F-117 STEALTH SIMULATOR

RUT THE PENTAGON GOT A HOLD OF OUR AD.
]

Code YY456-Z5572

. Make no

mistake, F-117 Night Storm,

featuring the F-117A

Nighthawk, is the top of the

line high-end flight simu-

lator available to the public.

It is also the first F-117 on

Sega Genesis in the 16 MEG
format,

making it tin

powerful and authentic

copy of the world's most

sophisticated strike lighter.

16 MEGs of digitized speech

and bit-mapped special effects, as

well .ivV^HHHV make tor big

pay-offs when targets are smack. Not

unlike the CIA Mission over Libya when

Libya, PanamaJ

and others. F-117 Night Storm

even has movie insets that pictonally illus-

trate the unfolding gameplay. For example,

modes of play: arcade and campaign (for aMl
which basically means the specs of this

simulator are rrighteningly realistic. For

example, revolutionary infra-red displays

and laser targeting. Not

It. Your wingsp

is 43 ft. 4 inches, overall length

65 ft. 11 inches, body length

55 ft. 1 inch, height 12 ft. 5

inches, wing/body area 1070

sq, ft. Powered VHMM
non-afterburning engines.

Thrust 10,600 lb., bypass ratio

.34:1, weight 1820 lb. MaxWHW
por fuel 13,000 lb.,

Mi'
B-. Max mach speed

max speed at

best max

peed at 35,01X1 «*

Weapons available: GBU-27 Paveway,

AGM-88A HARM, AGM-65E
|

Maverick,!

mmm-mmmmmm^-mm
VHMtl Your mission begins at tht^pP

training grounds ii-^HWBpBi. Nevada

Further liistructioii'.^^BBft Baghdad.

MlG-infestedBBMMBtt flashpoints.

electronic arts

Visit your retailer or call

1-800-245-4525 to order.
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i^Masi up the pitch, executing

moves like head shots, bump-and-

run high kicks, slide tackles, rain-

bow kicks and illegal holds. Each of

your teams has its own playing

style and you can configure a team

to your own liking and save it via

password. There are four methods

of play we're sure you'll enjoy—

a

self-running demo that pits the

computer against itself, one player

against the computer, head-to-head

and two players teaming against the

computer. Use your options to set

field and weather conditions for

ever-changing play

Choose your ieani from this Select

screen. Learn the differences

between teams for stronger slats.

As you start your game you are given

trie Team Roster and Player Profiles.

The Player Profile will tell you about

each player's speed, Intelligence

and agility.

SHU
Snre^
Foul a shooter and he gets a Penalty

Kick on the goal.

114

Pro Moves Soccerfrom ASCII Entertainment Software for the

Genesis is a full-featured soccer cart with 32 individually

designed international teams. Unlike many straight "run and

pass" soccer titles on the market, this one offers 10 profes-

sional soccer moves for your players and stats that even

define each player's speed, intelligence and agility. Six- or

three-button controller compatibility enhances your tourna-

ment or exhibition play. This is the first title from

AWS (ASCIIware World Sports) in their new value-

priced sports line. Pro Moves Soccer offers solid

soccer competition for one or two players.

The only time you have control of the

goaltender is during a Penalty Kick.

To do a Slide Tackle when you don't

have the ball, choose the direction

with the D-Button and hit Button B.

Commit a flagrant personal foul and

get a Yellow Card. Do it again and

the player is out of the line-up by

getting a Red Card.

At halt-lime and post-game, check

out your stats to figure out where

your weaknesses lie.

You have no control of the goal kick.

Pay attention instead to your player

position.'"
• The team at the top of the screen

always controls the hall first.

• For an extra burst of speed double

tap the D-Button.

• Shake off defenders by running a

complete circle around them and

get them to commit to a Slide

Tackle.

</ Switch players as the ball moves up

the held rather than running an indi-

vidual player all over the place.

y- Try perfecting a No-Look Back-

ward pass. It's deadly.
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FIFA
International

Soccer

W ou see 'em all the time.. .kids

playing soccer with whatever is at

hand. No need for any expensive

equipment— put a couple of

coats down as goal posts and any

ball or can will do in place of

stitched leather. Its this kind of feel

that makes soccer accessible. It's

these lads who end up being the

next Pele, Maradona or Cruyff.

FIFA stands for Fe'de'ration Inter-

nationale de Football Association.

This international federation of

soccer players is Olympic-level

amateur sports and very serious

about the game.

You can play FIFA International

Soccer in five different modes, from

Exhibition to Tournament. Make

choices like weather, field type,

penalties (or no), computer or man-

ual goalie control and many more.

nnnQ
. Adjust your Team Coverage to the

style ot game you prefer, but

remember the further you push

your defense up, the digger the

chance of being undermanned

when your opponent counter-

attacks.

• Choose All Out Defend from the

Team Strategy when you are

ahead and want to slay there.

• Use a bicycle kick or header

when the hall is in the air in from

of your opponent's goal.

if you are allowing penalties and

the referee decides that your

nfraclion Is particularly vicious,

he'll show you a yellow card. Do it

again with the same player and

you'll find you are a player short.

Think realistic soccer action and feel that's gonna make you

want to play again and again and you are thinking FIFA Inter-

national Soccerfrom E.A. Sports. This Genesis title brings the

speed and heart-pounding thrill of international soccer to

your living room with ail the trimmings. Play with 48 national

teams, line-ups and player attributes. The planet's most popu-

lar sport can be played for the sheer fun of it, by choosing

.the Action mode, or as a soccer coach's dream in

Simulation mode. Either way we know that this cart

will convert even those who haven't watched or

played a soccer game in their lives.

Lol his dive and Button Bio go torn

Adjust your team coverage to suit

the situation. Vou can rearrange

during play.

Tout Team Strategy can tie adjusted

anytime. For instance, when you are

losing and there's litlle time left try

All Out Attack. You've got nothing but

the game to lose.

i*4

It you win the toss at the start of the

game, you gel to choose to defend or

play fne firsf ftfcftoff. IT you lose, you

get to choose the side of (he field

you warn to defend.

On a throw-in, use the D-Button to

choose the direction that the ball

will go, then nil any Button to throw.

4 j i

•

If 1
During a goal-kick, press Button C to

open a window to check where the

kick will go. Move the window with flu

D-Button and then kick with Button B.

Choose the direction ol the comer

kick with the D-Butlon and let fly

with any Button.

After an intense and hard-fought play

you can hit the Start Button and

choose Instant Replay to watch II

again.

To head the ball when it's in the air

tap Button C, to volley tap Sutton A

and to bicycle kick hit Button B.
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a sliding charge can be

wise. To do it anyway

press Buttons B ami t simultaneously

,
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1 should Ix- a
minds ofAmman sports bos

spring 1994, the US. will host

defending goalies who Gin defied,

caich, bat, dear, kick, knee trap anc

fetal trap the soccer ball. In this title

t
~«s or kick and die defend

tackle, clear or slide tackle.

Champions World Class Soccer from Hying Edge brings

actioiHiacked, high-scoring international soccer to the Gen-
esis. This cart comes with both horizontal- and vertical-

scrolling perspectives, 32 international teams and game
updates that feature country facts, stats and instant

replays of outstanding action. This early look at Champions
World Class Soccer shows great player size, tie-breaking
-—"-' shootouts and solid, hard-hitting sound effects.

This one has realistic goalie and player actions

and some of the best soccer play from seven
continents.

'BMBMBS SOCCER

"""to,*^";



son f c/l*ick

To rescue his kidnapped Dad,

Chuck's got to leap his way up

a mammoth tree sinking in

lava, beat Big Bertha and

Fenny Fire Suit, duck flaming

lava rocks and escape a crazy,

dive-bombing bird - whafs he

so happy about?

Chuck Jr.'s about to become

lunch as menacing sharks

attack horn below the

Wacky Waterfalls. Quick,

Chuck, throw a temper

tantrum - then club them

when they least expect it!

Chuck's pouting big-time.

Hovering over toxic waste,

he's about to confront his

father's abductor, Brick

Jagger, and Brick's massive

robot - the things a kid has

to do for his old man!

Available on Sega "Genesis'" and Sega CD.

"

SEGA GENESIS on'

rrar-od Virtjin no rsc
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Pebble Beach Golf Links

Bring the thrills of the most famous golf course in the U.S.

into your home in Pebble Beach Golf links'" from Sega Sports
for the Genesis. This great golf game has five exciting play

modes— Practice, Stroke Play, Match Play, Skins game and
Tournament Play versus 48 top golfers. For one to four play-

ers, this title even has a Create Data feature that lets you
enter your own name or any famous name you wish. Save

J
-complete stats, a round or even the tournament for

if later play via battery back-up. This early look shows
1 us a title with solid game play and amazingly real

I graphics of the Pebble Beach GotfUnks.

^^tats hounds should be

happy to note that you can store

everything from longest drive, fair-

ways hit and greens hit in regula-

tion, to putts per hole and more- A
few of the features included are

Caddie Ad\ice, Instant Replays,

Putting Grid, Leader Board and

actual Hole Fly-bys. Grab your

clubs and climb into the cart...you

are entering the grounds of Pebble

BeiKh GolfLinks.

The view as you lee off from the firsi

hole. Fade your shot to the right lor a

better drive.

A sand wedge might just help you

out of liiefj tinker. Don't ignore your

caddie's advice.

MJ .-.- >lljmm
Keep an eye on the highlights ol other

golfers' games in Tournament mode.

I Use the instant Betlavleature

hook at that sweet shot.

10 get another

[3[^sra:ar ,i==r

^Sil^SSiirS5wi»«.



Hit the links on four great courses with PGA Tour Golffor the

Game Gear from Tengen. Play the greens at TPC Avenel, PGA
West, IPC Sawgrass and custom-designed Sterling. Strate-

gize reaHife course conditions with an array of different

shots, including chips and punches. Read the green with a

rotating W> putting grid. Play practice rounds on any of the

.first holes with either driving or putting. This bat-

1 tery-backed cart will let you save games or tour-

|

neys in progress and even relive great moments

via an Instant Replay feature.

^olid color, real courses based

i actual blueprints and the chance

take your golf portable are the

keys with PGA Jour Golf. This con-

version of the hit Genesis tide trans-

jtes well to the small screen. From

changing weather conditions to

advice at the start of each hole, this

game captures golfs realistic atmos-

phere. Join in the tournament at

TPC Sawgrass for a chance at the

$2 million purse.

PGA
TOUR'
Golf

[ Hie cursor for direction on

R I D D I C K

Listen lo the hint at the start ol each

hole. This is a hint for the first hole

at TPC Sawgrass.

Rock your opponent's world with Riddick Bowe Boxing

from Extreme Entertainment for the Game Gear. This one-

or two-player (Gear-to-Gear) brawler of a boxing title fea-

tures Riddick "Big Daddy" Bowe— the undisputed WBC
Heavyweight Champion of the World. Using three different

modes, you can play a one-player match toe-to-toe against

a computer opponent, choose Career Mode and

go after Bowe's title with a fighter of your own

creation or play a pal via a Gearto-Gear link and

use any of the 25 fighters available.

\^ontrol-wise, PiMck Bowe

Boxing is easy to master, even

though the game is a real challenge.

Button 1 is a left, Button 2 is a right,

placement of the punches is via the

D-Button and to block, press both

Buttons 1 and 2 simultaneously

You can even taunt by pressing the

D-Button Up and Buttons 1 and 2

together. Build your own fighter in

the Career Mode and take him up

through the ranks. Between rounds

you can choose from three different

types of training. Each of these has

a direct effect on your fighters

power, strength and stamina-

Choose your fighter from this

Select screen.

Down tor the count? Hit Buttons 1

and 2 alternately as last as you can.

You can choose to tight the next

lighter above you or try to lump as

many as two ranks il you think

you're had.
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Press D-Button Up and Button 1 or 2

tor an uppercut
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^Wst up exhibition bouts or a

full-fledged eight-fighter All-Time

Heavyweight Tournament. In

addition to all the fighters moves,

this game has crowd-filled back-

grounds and sounds that make

every punch seem real. Each of the

fighters has his own personalized

taunts, so you can anger as well as

humiliate your opponent. Rock)'

Marciano taunts in his distinctive

Boston accent, "I'm gonna embar-

rass you!" This hot Sega fighting

game has 8 megs devoted to

sound effects, voice and music.

Between the ease of control and

the true three-judge scoring,

Greatest Heavyweights steps be-

yond the simple punch-count

slugfest and into the true finesse of

championship boxing.

Who's the greatest heavyweight boxer of all time? Find out

with Greatest Heavyweights for the Genesis from Sega

Sports. This boxing cart weighs in at 16 megs with a battery

back-up and features eight great former heavyweight champs
— Muhammad Aii, Jack Dempsey, Joe Frazier, Larry Holmes,

Evander Holyfiefd, Joe Louis, Rocky Marciano and Floyd Pat-

terson. These fighters look, jab, punch and move just like the

real champions. Greatest Heavyweights lets you prove who's

got the glass jaw with real three-judge scoring and a build

your own challenger mode. Great slow-mo or stop-action

\- replays let you relive the action, blow by brutal

blow. This game is Activator-compatible or you can

use your three- or six-button controller to put

together the fight card of the century.

nils is your between-munds Punch

Stats screen. Look carefully to see

where you can improve your average.

When lighting the computer, use the

uppercut as the middle or end ol a

combo. Otherwise it's often blocked.

When you are testing the canvas, hit

Button A repeatedly and Quickly to

get your tighter back on his feet

| . .u .= ,= -= - = -

Whether you are the winner or loser

— check out the tight stats to see

who won which rounds.

Keep an eye on the boxes showing

your fighter's bead and torso. These

will gray as you take hits and you'll

know what kind of shape your con-

tender is in.

n pin
Watch the other tighter carefully.

11 he's blocking low and left,

come in with a high right and so

on. You can win your bouts by

watching tor your opportunities

rather than swinging mindlessly.

-/ Use that Block Button. A well-

blocked punch can mean the dif-

ference between a win and a loss.

v Check the punch percentage and

count between rounds. You will be

able to see where you are lacking

and excelling.

• Don't hesitate to stress out a

human opponent by showing

them instant replays of punishing

combos.

i After creating a challenger, learn

when to step out of the ring and

call it quits. You can always build

a new challenger after a couple of

serious losses.
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CHIPS & BITS
BUY 4 IN STOCK GENESIS OR 3 GAME GEAR GAMES GET 1 FREE-

CALL FOR THE
LOWEST PRICES

Call 802-767-3033

Fax 802-767-3382

Source Code-10013

Adv Will Beamish CD S36 Tiny Toon Adventures £43
Aero the Acrobat Toe Jam & Earl 2 Can

Call Toki:Going Ape Spit

Alien Vs Predator $49 Tom & Jerry

Ariel Little Mermaid Call Toxic Crusaders

Vikings

Barney the Dinosaur Call Wolf Child CD
Batman Returns CD Cal Wond Boy/MonstWorl J Call

Batman:Rev of Joker $34 Wonder Dog CD
XMEN

Beauty & Beast Family $84 Young indy Jones

Blades ot Vengeance 542 Zombies Ate My Neigh $46

Capt Am & Avengers $45
$46

Chakan Forever Man Call

Chester Cheelah 2 4 Way Play Adaptor £29
Chuck Rock 2 or CD 6 Button Power Stick Cal
Chuck Rock CD 5 Button Control Pad Call

Cliffhanger Arcadian Joystick $54
Cool SPOT Call Competition Joystick

Dashing Desperados S46 Control Pad Call

Desert Dem Road Ru Call Genesis Activator Call

Dinosaurs tor Hire Genesis CD Syst 2 Call

Dolphin Genesis Menacer Ca:
Dolphin CD Genesis Syst 2 core

Dracula CD S49 Genesis Syst Sonic 2 Call

Dracula Unleashed CD Call Genesis Team Player Call

Dragons Lair CD
Dune 2

S49

Can

Power Plug £34

FidO Dido

Flashback 152
Golden Axe 2 Gal BattleToad/Dbl Dragon $49

Best of the Best

Greendog Cal Double Dragon 3 $39
Haunting $47 Fatal Fury $52
High Seas Havoc £46 Final Fight CD Call

Home Alone 2 Cai King of the Monsters

$49
Incredible Hulk S54 Mortal Kombat
Indiana Jones CD Z:-. Mortal Kombat CD 54,:

Indy Jonas 4 CD Real Fighters CD Can
Street Fighter 2

Jou rCenter Earth CD $52 Streets of Rage 2 Can
Jungle Book 5=2 TMNT: Tour Fighters 556
Jurassic Park Cal
Jurassic Park CD

Ca
£49Last Act Hero or CO

Mad Dog McCree CD S49 Battle Master $46
McDonald Land Da Battletech or CD
Mickey & Donald Call

Might Trap CD Call Dark Wizard CD Call

Operation Aliens :-= Dungn Mst Ski Kp CD £42
Out of this Wold CD £49
Pink Panther $47 Genghis Khan 2

Prince ol Persia CD Can Car
Quack Shot Don Duck Call Lunar CD
Rebel Assault CD $49 Phantasy Star 2 or 3 Call

Ren & Stimpy Show Call Pirates
1 Gold $49

Rise of the Dragon C Cai- Rings of Power $56
RoboCop 3 £44 Call

Robocop Vs Term CD £52 Shining Darkness Can

Rocket Knight Adven £46 Shining Force Call

Rolling Thunder 3 54? Star Quest

Secret Monkey Isl CD $42 553

Shadow of Beast 2 CD $49 Wrath of Gods £49
Sherlock Holmes 2 CD Call

ShinoBI 3
Socket

Call

S43 JJJ33BI
Sonic Hedgehog 2 CD Call

Sonic the Hedgehog Call BlackHoteAssaultCD£42
Sonic the Hedgehog 3 Cell Biasler Master 2 $46
Spideiman Call Body Count cm.
Spiderman 8 X-Men $46 Cobra Commana CD Call

Spidermn v Kingpn CD Call Cyborg Justice Call

Splalterhouse 3 $54 Elemental Masters

Star Trek Next Gen Can Gauntlet 4

Star Trek Nxl Gen CD Cal Gunslar Heroes Can
Strider 2 Lethal Enforcers w/gb -v5A

Sunset Riders Call

Superman $39 Predator 2
Sylvester & Tweety £54 Ranger X
T2Judgement Day £42 flobo AJeste CD $41

TMNT:Hyperstne He Is Silpheed CD Call

TaleSpin Call Soldier ot Fortune £54
TazMania Call Stellar Fire CD
Technoclash 543 T2 Arcade CD $49
Terminator CD £49 Total Carnage or CD $49

ETERNAL
IPVr CHAMPIONS'

Kfl'Oi'iMljiii
"- Select 11 of

history's lighters

for the ultimate

fight contest. De-

feat your oppo'
nents in dramatic

frustum fashion and re-

view later In gory

^fil
detail Train to

sharpen offensive

p~ * rJ5 moves. Activator

compatible so you
can fight as one of

the fighters Call

SUPER BOWL

TECMO SUPER
BOWL Use your

favorite NFL team
& the real NFL
players to expert

ence the ultimate

in football. Use
your game play-

ing skills to take

your favorite NFL
team through the

season 8 win the

Super Bowl Fea-

i 28 NFL
s, stats &
& 3 year

JURASSIC
PARK CD' A lone

island is a lush di-

nosaur preserve

"i's ravaged

edged iaws of pre-

h istone animals!

Spme-chiiijng CD
sounds. Call

TlfH H LETHAL
ENFORCERS'

sj^flflj HJ is out to clean up
the streets in the

HffSWrc^J^^P baddest parts of

Bfl Chicago. Digitized

II terrorists, intense

^M|Ml~~^vH graphics & painful

"^|L^fll sound slams you
' — & — I IP into cold reality

flU and heated ac-

HflJ tion. Yourjobis to
' "Mm mm defend the inno-

flflflj cent and protect

flfl^^^_,. yourself from a fa-

\ IjjjjJj tai case of lead

IB ™*J poisoning. S64

'

l i'.,-"

AH-3FirehawkCD $44
After Burner 3 CD Call

Desert Strike $42
F15 Strike Eagle 2 $4B
F117 Might Storm $52

Ten CD S49

M :j ; :

S3S

£49

Nigel Mansell WC Rac S49
Pacific TheatBr Ops 557
Race Drfvin

1

$45
Racing Aces CD Call

Road Avenger CD £37

Speed Racer $56
Super Battletank 2 CD 544

Super Monaco GP 2 Cell

Virtua Racing Call

Wing Commander CD Call

Barkley Basketball S56
Bill Walsh Coll FB S49
Brett Hull Hockey S54
Brutal Football $49
Bulls vs Blazers S39
Davis Cup Tennis $44
ESPN Baseball $54
ESPN Football CD S49
FIFA Soccer S52
Greatest Heavywghis Call

Hardball 3 354
Joe Montana FB CD Call

King Salmon S42
Legends of trie Ring S49
Madden Football 94 S54
Mutant Leag Hockey S49
NBA Bball or CD Call

NBA Jam Session S54
NFL Great Teams CD Call

NFL Quarterback Club 554
NFL SportsTalk FB 94 Call

NHL Hockey 94 or CD S52
PGA Tour 2 S46
Pele Soc

Batman Returns

Chessmaster

Chuck Rock
Clutch Hitler

Cool SPOT
Crystal Warriors

Deep Duck Trouble

Defenders of Oasis

Desert Demolition

Dr Rbt Mn Bn Mchn

Donald Duck
Dragon Crystal

Fantasy Zone
Formula 1

G-LOC
Gear Works
Geo Foreman Boning :

Mortal Kombat £38
NBA Jam Session £38
NFL FB Joe Montana Call

Outrun: Europe $34
PGA Tour Golf £32
Putt & Putter Call

RC Grand Prix $29
Ren 8 Stimpy Show Call

Solltaii

$44
Tecmo Super Bowl
Tecmo Super NBA S
Tony LaRussa Bball S

Unnecess Roughness £
WCW Super Brawl $
WWF Wrstlemnia CD $
WWF Royal Rumble £
Wimbledon Tennis C
Winter Olympics $
World Series Bball/CD C

of Fortune CD $52

Cal
Call

Caesars Palace

Clue

Columns 3

Dr Robot Mn Bn Mach Call

Dragons Fury 2

Dune SEGA CD
General Chaos

Monopoly

Romance 3 Kngdms
Sonic Spinball

Super Battleship

Hedgebog 2 C
Space Harrier Call

SpldermamRet Snstr E £32
Star Wars 534
Streets of Rage 2 Call

Strider 2 Call

Surf Ninjas Call

Talespin Call

TazMania Call

Tom S Jerry Call

WWF Steel Cge Chi £32
Wimbledon Tennis Call

World Series Baseball Call

X Men Call

Buy any 4 in slock Genesis

games and choose a 5th

game free from the list be-

low. Offer subjectto change

tice. Valid from November
1st through January 30th or

while supplies last

GENESIS
Toys, Onslaught, Roger
Clemens MVP. Exile, Vallis.

Batman Returns, Lightning

Force, Task Force En

Buy any 3 in stock Game
Gear games and choose a

4th game free from the list

below. Offer subject to

change or cancellation with-

out notice. Valid from No-

vember 1st through January

30th or while supplies last.

Visa and MasterCard Accepted Check Held 4 Weeks. Money
Orders Treated same as Cash. Offer, price and availability

subject to change. Shipping charges are nonrefundable.

GG Bait Pck 8 AC Aj

GG System
GG TV Tuner

GG Wide Gear



SONIC

Vault into the Volcano Veg-O-Fortress

and kick some 'Bot!

STRAP ON YOUR
POWER SNEAKER!
FOR spinsation;
NEW SONIC MOVE

Lever-launch through eight fresh worlds

of pinball-pumping mutant mayhem as

Mobius' most heroic hedgehog rolls

into action against the dementi

Dr. Robotnik! Thousands of Sonic's

bout to become vegged-out ro

sm

Cop the Chaos Emeralds to bust

Robotnik's family jewels!

perspective in the 3-D Pinbal

Bonus Round!

for a real global warm-up!

S&J
the evil Doc, save the prison

and make Mobius free at last,

hey, piece of cake!

Welcdme td the Next Level.



I



the Magic of Disney.

n±
Jump in

the Genie's Lamp
FOR A PlNBALLING,

Ping-Ponging trip!

Mooning Guards!
dlrt-wao-spitting camels!
Nice Neighborhood!

nimation so
Smooth you'll
swear you were
in the Movie.

dllect the Tokens
for a crack at the
Bonus Rounds!

w

**f

«- m



e Power of Sega.

Survive the Cave,
: Rescue the Babe,
Gentlemen, start

: ydur carpets!

Tore villains! More Swords! :

Shish-Kabdb, Anyone? :

Hang On

for the Ride

of your Life!

1
. ou've never seen anything like it!

The one and only videogame with

genuine animation created by the

artists of DISNEY - combined with

the action of SEGA" GENESIS:

Fly with ALADDIN in the most

awesome sword-slashing, side-splitting

adventure ever! It's totally loaded

with new villains, non-stop laughs

and the fastest action this side of the

Sahara! So hit the "start" button -

and hang on!

114 IZUf ^
Welcdme to the Next Level.



Fonic mania is

blasting across the

country! But beware

where Sonic blasts, Dr. Robotnik is

soon to follow. To find out just what

games the diabolical doctor is up

to, check out our reviews of Dr.

Robotnk's Mean Bean Machine

This challenging puzzle game is

available for both Genesis and

Game Gear. And we're featuring

three othet^oolGepiBis games

that we know'TBrjllwont to put on

your holiday wish lists. Pink Goes

to Hollywood lets you make tracks

with the funkiest feline to hit the

Hollywood strip— the Pink Pan-

ther! Then meet— and beat!—
the Wet Bandits in the Big Apple in

Home Atone 2: Lost in New York,

O/V ^
the game based on the popular

feature movie. And for your kid

brothers and sisters, we're featuring

Barney's Hide & Seek Game, star-

ring Barney and Baby Bop, too.

Check out our new section

where kids get to sound off (and

get their class' picture in the maga-

zine, too)! "Way Cool!" is the place

where kids tell us what their doss

thinks is hot, the people, places ond

things that make^em say, "Way

Cool!"

Which TV stgjrules? What band

Tell us about

your favorite TV shows, cartoons,

the latest cool sayings, super 'dos,

radicol clothes...even what's hot for

lunch. Check out "Way Cool!" then

send us your list! VizKidz! wanna

know!

DR. ROBOTNIK'S

|<- We know Sonic is

1 smarter and faster than

Dr. Robotnik, the egg-

I
shaped bad guy who

tries to make Sonic miserable. The

quesfion is: Are you? Here's your

chance to test your puzzle-solving

power againsf Robotnik in a game
all his own. Dr. Robotrak's

Mean Bean Machine from Sega

is a one- or two-player puzzle

game on the Genesis that lets you

ploy the bean game against Robot-

nik and his gang of henchbots,

against a friend or practice on your

own.

Dr. Robotnik's Mean Bean

Machine looks simple— but looks

can be deceiving! This game is a

pure challenge for those who love

beating puzzles— and who love

beating Robotnik! Robotnik is hold-

ing all the happy bean folk of

Beanville in his dungeon, ffs up to

you to save the jolly beans from a

fate worse than being eaten! You

must connect four or more beans of

the same color to free them.

126

You work against the timer in

Exercise Mode, against Robotnik

and his henchbots in Scenario

Mode or against a friend in 2-Player

Mode. Scenario Mode has a pass-

word feature.

Each gome mode hos difficulty

levels ranging from Easiest to Hard-

est, so players of all ages can help

defeat Dr. Robotnik's Mean Bean

Machine!

Whenever you tree two or more

groups of beans consecutively in

Scenario and 2-Player Modes, you

create a "chain reaction." Chain

reactions send refugee beans into

your opponent's dungeon, and are

the one sure way to beat your

opponent.

You can group beans of the same

color In many ways, as long as the

sides ol two beans touch. You cannot

make diagonal groups, though. The

Options screen lets you configure

Buttons A, B and C to turn beans to

the right and to the left.

You can break up a pair of beans by

letting the pair land sideways on an

uneven stack. One bean will fall to

the top of the shorter stack.

Speed counts! Make your beans drop

quickly into place by pressing the 0-

Button Down. But rush too much and

you wttl cook your beans!

You can't break up groups of refugee

beans. You can gel rid of them only

when they touch a group of four or

more beans of (he same color.

In Exercise Mode, your friend Has-

Bean will sometimes drop into your

dungeon to help you out.

In a two-player game, keep an eye

on the top of your dungeon. You'll

see refugee beans lining up, ready to

drop. Press the D-Button Down to

move your colored beans quickly

into place before the refugee beans

can mess up your grouping.
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£!HOLLY

sWOOC

-. He's the hippest cat to

l |
make tracks across

your Genesis. Rnk

tracks, but pink is hot

/hen you're the Rnk Panther. In

mk Goes to Hollywood .

':lefunl

"eline is all over town, battling movie

illains like Frankenstein as he pur-

sues his dream to be a movie star.

^nk shows off his movie-star ability

:n the movie sets of seven classics

.vhich are arranged as levels in the

:ame. He rides into the Wild West

n the Pink Ranger, scares up

ghouls in Porter Pink and sails the

even Seas in Rnk Beard, among

iners Pink Goes to Holywood

as all the action of the movies,

-Dm swimming the deep blue sea

to magic carpet rides. Plus there are

varps within levels that transport

du to other areas in the level and

secret passageways to bonus

:oms and other movie sets As

: ways, Rnk has to be on the look-

ut for Inspector Clouseau. .dis-

used, but dangerous!

'iere aren't any passwords or

: aces where you can restart within

I levels, so start out the game with

-3 max ot seven lives [you do have

: niiiues. though). 60 to the Options

creen to change your Lives to

-/en.

Im you should know:

- -ung Jump: Hold down ttie Jump

i'Utlon

- Sun: Press the D-Butlon Lett or

I ght twice

- Saper Jump: Run then press the

. Jiiin Button.

j can lump on light Fixtures in the

: -id stages.

- -enever you jump, be prepared to

I

: .
- on in mld-alr or as soon as you

-fl Enemies are usually waiting.

Toll Booths will help you advance if

you've picked up a Toll Card. The

Magic Carpet Toll Card and the

Umbrella Toll Card will whisk you up

and over obstacles and the

Bridge/Stairs Toll Card will build a

passageway lor you to climb higher

or further. To use a Toll Card, enter

the Toll Booth and press Button A to

choose your Card. Press the O-Button

Up to use the Toll Card.

Use the Jackhammer and the Stop-

light to wipe enemies off the screen.

Button A selects a Trick from the

ones you've collected in the Bag.

Button B uses the Trick.

Choose from seven levels. From the

start, head left to enter the Ice

Maker, or head right to enter the

Pencil Box. The other levels are

above the Pencil Box. Jump on the

Pencil Box, jump right to the shelf,

then Super Jump to the bookcase.

You can enter the Cowboy Boot or

jump to the top ot the books, then

Super Jump right to enter the Pic-

ture. Keep jumping higher and to the,

sides to find the other levels.

You can't hurt the tree In the Poller

Pink level, so avoid his grasping

branches. But you can use his flat

for a springboard.

Haunted houses usually have all

sorts ol cool hidden rooms and

secret passageways...and this one

has plenty! Press D-Button Up in

front of bookcases and pictures. This

secret entryway is on the third floor

to the tar right.

This guy's as big and nasty as they

come...and punching him only

makes him madder. Jump over him,

then when he is close to the edge ot

the ledge, nail him with a few Quick

ones. The force of your blows wilt

send him over the edge.

The Magic Carpet is the only way

you can reach the top platforms in

Pinkenstein. But first, steer left and

pick up this Heart to add to your

health meter. It's next lo the moving

platform at the far left.

PINK PANTHER. ©1993 Min&ch-Geoffrey-D-F Lie. by M3M L&M. All Rights Reserved. ©1993 TecMaglK Inc.,

Three Lagoon Drive. Suite 160, Redwood City, CA 94065"
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in the Pinkenstein level, jump across

the toxic chemicals, then head

straight into this secret passageway

through the wall on the right.

~~flfr
: £5

,
i

'
: -

««* a

After you grab the weapon power-up,

press the D-Button Down and the

Jump Button to drop to the bottom

platform where more goodies are

hidden.

Work your way up, then down to the

lower level, heading let! to And the

exit door.

Use the Bridge Toll Card to build a

passage across the water in Pinkin-

hood. You'll find the Card In the

upper branches of the frees.

J.*"

1

ft* J ?

Clouseau will shoot at you trom the

two towers and doorways. The

arrows will angle, but Clouseau

attacks In a pattern. Hit him seven

times and you're home tree.

127
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Lost In New York

|~ When we lost sow

Kevin, the score wos

Kevin: 1, Wei BandfeO.

I
A big fat zero. Now

Harry and Marv are ready to even

up the score in Home Alone 2: Lost

in New York, Sega's one-player

Genesis game based on the block-

buster movie. Home Alone 2 lets

you outsmart the bad guys in an

action/adventure romp across the

Big Apple. Who cares if ifs two

vicious criminals against one little

kid? Kevin certainly doesn't!

There's a new playing field in

Home Alone 2 up and down the

mean streets of New York...even

under the mean streets! And a new

strategy 'cause Harry and Marv

have had some jail time to think

about sweet revenge. But you, os

Kevin, still have the smarts to build

radical weapons out of ice cream

cones and rubber bands. But it will

take some planning and lots of run-

ning and climbing to find the pads

to build homemade weapons in

each level before the Wet Bandits

catch you. Ifs either that or you

could catch the first plane to Florida

to join your vacationing family!

The homemade weapon you can

build will flash on the bottom ot the

screen, Most levels have two

weapons you can build.

Always build the homemade weapon

in each level before you run into

your two old pais. It's the only

weapon strong enough to knock em
out.

Don't let Harry or Man catch you!

You'll lose your homemade weapon

once they've got you.

II Harry or Marv catches you, press

Button A, B or C really last, It's as

good as a kick in the shins lo make

them lose their grip on you.

Food power-ups either partially or

fully restore your health. Snack

often.

Think like Kevin when bad guys are

chasing you. Anything — even a

harmless little water fountain— can

be a weapon, if used properly.

128

Push things around lo reach objects

in out-ol-reach places. Stand next to

the trunk, then press Button A and

the D-Button Right to move it.

Let loose the vendor's balloons with

one shot ol your slingshot, then lump

on the chairs to reach the string as

the balloons float by. Fly to the top of

the security gate, land and grab the

part lo the Ice Cream Cannon, Walt

until the guards scurry to fhe

leff...then jump and run as last as

you can to the right.

buy more health and points. Button A

is your Special Move Button. Keep

an eye out lor businessmen passing

by; they'll knock you on your bottom

or toss briefcases il you bean 'em

with your baseball.

The Ice Cream Cannon you made is a

lot more effective against Harry or

Marv than the smaller weapons like

your baseball. II either one catches

you, you'll lose it and change to a

smaller weapon. Press Button A, fi or

C to break tree from his grip,

Jump when you reach the end of the

conveyor belts in the Land ol Lost

Luggage level or you'll fall Into lug-

gage chutes that will whisk you

away to another section of the Bag-

gage Claim. Toss baseballs at bag-

gage handlers, pet carriers and

luggage that comes after you.

If you jump left, you'll meet up with

one of the Wet Bandits without a

homemade weapon. Jump right

instead lo find the two missing

pieces to your slingshot. One piece

Is at the bottom level. The other

piece is in the middle section of the

conveyor belts.

It's okay lo jump into this luggage

chute. It will carry you back to the

top conveyor bell. From there, jump

Into the cage again and head left this

time. Jump out at the lop so you can

colled weapon parts before you face

the Wei Bandits. They're looking

for you!

Bjliliiiiil

Find this Turtle Dove and you'll eam
another life. You're not out ol the

Land of Lost Luggage yet, though!
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i. "Lets use our imagina-

\

lion!" Barney invites

young and old alike to

|

help him play hide-and-

seek with five of his best friends in

Barney's Hide & Seek Game from

Sega Barney's Hide & Seek

Game is a one-player game that is

perfect for the younger Genesis

player.

The game play is set up so that

any button on the control pad [A, B

or C] will make Barney jump, open

up presents and find friends who

are hiding. All you have to do is

move Barney to the left or right with

the D-Bufton and listen to the verbal

clues he gives so you can find the

nidden friends and presents.

The game provides basic skills

such as problem sofving, matching,

counting, and guidance on safely

crossing the street and picking up

'rash— all in a fun way with the

nelp of lots and lots of friends! Bar-

ney's Hide & Seek Game hos o

self-play feature that allows even

"ie youngest player more opportu-

nities for fun. Another feature in this

ion-violent game is that you can

never lose!

Barney walks through four fun

evels in search of five friends and
:

ve presents hidden in each level.

"here is lots of audio instruction and

encouragement from Barney's own

/oice as well as an on-screen tally

'hat shows how many friends and

presents you have found. When

,ou finish each level, Barney waves

jood-bye, then you see a screen

-iat helps you count how many

^ends and presents you have

:und.

Hints for Grown-Ups

1 t imy v. tocftiaq for-

5 friend* and 5 prcunu

".. lYlova Bar—y loft

and riqM and uu Hw
bwttdM to find frtaiKlt,

i he instructions are the same for

each level. Plus, Barney will give

j verbal reminders during the

mm as well as other tun clues to

iterative game play.

• A '--,:

K % ***

Barney's "It"! His live friends

scatter tor a tun game ot hide-and-

seek! How many can you lind in

each level?

Barney automatically walks to the

right, but steer him to the left to find

more friends and surprises.

When Barney sees a friend hiding,

you hear, "Look! It's a friend!" This

time, he's found Baby Bop.

Move Barney directly under the bal-

loon, then press any button. He'll

grab onto the balloon and tly to high-

er platforms.

> MSSr~^j\

"i^amEdBE5

(£*.~2&*&*p*.tto

I

—

'

Listen for Barney's clues to hidden

tun. Open the door by standing in

front of It and pressing any button to

see what's inside.

Five presents are hidden in each

level. Press any button to unwrap it.

The five boxes on the bottom left and

right ot the screen keep track ol the

friends and presents you have found.

In the Under the Sea level, Barney

gets help from a reliable — but

slow-moving— turtle. The turtle will

carry you to areas you could not

reach otherwise.

When Barney sees a horse, you hear,

"Look! It's a horse!" Whenever Bar-

ney mentions an animal or object, he

usually can interact with It Just

press any button. This hungry horse

has his eye on the carrot.

Listen to Barney's verbal hints. When
he says, "Let's see what's up here!"

or "Let's open the door!", mere's a

chance he knows a friend is hiding

nearby.

Press any button to find a friend that

has been hiding, to open a present

to jump and to release kisses.

Tou can also head to the left at the

start of each level. There are plenty of

goodies hiding in that direction, loo!

Barney never falls from high plat-

forms or into the water. As he nears

the edge of a platform, he holds up a

stop sign and warns, "Stop! Wait

until it's safe," then steps sately onto

a moving platform thai carries him to

ground level.

© 1993 The Lyons Group, Inc. Barney"* and Baby

Bop"" are trademarks of The Lyons Group, Inc. All

Hgtts Reserved
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» Cool Beons! Dr. Robot-

i I n i k's Mean Bean

1 Machine from Sega is

I

also available on the

Game Gear for portable puzzle

maniacs! The Gome Gear version is

a one- or two-player Geor-to-Gear

gome so you can double your puz-

zle-solving pleasure with a friend.

You get an extra Puzzle Mode in

the Game Gear version in addition

to Exercise, Scenario and Geor-to-

Gear Modes. Puzzle Mode chal-

lenges you to solve different

"lessons," such as eliminating four

stacks of beans at the same time or

freeing all the red beons at once.

The trick is to try and solve the les-

son within the first few moves...oth-

erwise it gets hard to group oil the

red beons together or to make four

stacks of beans of the same color.

The strategy in the other modes is

the same as for the Genesis game
— you've got to connect four beons

to free them from Robotnik's dun-

geon while trying to send refugee

beons to your opponent
1

s dungeon

to mess up his groupings.

In Scenario and Gear-lo-Gear Modes,

iry to tree at least two groups of

beans at the same time. This will

send more refugee beans over to your

opponent's dungeon to block his

groupings, plus earn you more points.

You can rearrange the order of the

beans coming down by pressing But-

tons 1 or 2.

Remember that the beans coming

130

down will always drop to the top of

uneven stacks. This Is great when

you need lo break up a pair of beans,

in Scenario Mode, you get a Time

Bonus each time you beat Robotnik's

melalheads within two minutes.

Has-Bean— a little yellow robot

who's kinda shaped like the sun—
used to be a bean and will jump in to

help you free his old pals during

Exercise Mode. In the higher levels,

watch tor the purple Big Bean. Every

bean he drops on will be treed, too.

t
IE&IB S

1

1 F^
'J. ran?

Try to solve each lesson in Puzzle

Mode as soon as you can. II you let

the game go on loo long, it gets

harder to set up the right conditions

lo beat the lesson. Also, watch the

"Next" box to see what's coming up.

"Way Cool!" is the place where kids

can be seen— and heard!

Tell us the things that make your

class shout, "Way Cool!" We wanna
know who your class thinks is the

hottest band, what In" phrases the

kids are saying (we call this "cool-

speak"], the most radical haircut or

'do to sport, what clothes the stylin'

kids are wearing, what athlete is

tops on your list., .stuff that is fun for

kids to talk about.

We're storting off "Way Cool!"

with a list of the most awesome
people, places and things from a

class of fourth-graders at Benjamin

Bubb Elementary School in Moun-

tain View, Colifomio. Look at their

list, then decide whafs hot in your

class. Send us your list along with a

photo of your doss. Be sure to tell

us the name of your school, city,

state, the grade you're in and your

teacher's name. And don't forget

your list! Is this a cool column for

kids? Way Cool!

The lourth-graders in Mr. Boudreau's

class at Bubb Elementary School,

Mountain View, Caiitornia, shout,

"Way Cool!" to a Sega VR for Christ-

mas. Are you listening, Santa?

Best Christmas Present Sega VR

Best TV Show "9021 D" and "Beam & Butthead" (tie)

Best Cartoon "Ren & Stimpy" and "X-Men" [tie)

Best Athlete Ken Griffey Jr.

favorite Female Personality The Oisen Twins

Favorite Male Personality Michael J. Fox

Best Lunch Pizza ^^

You cannot connect beans of the

same color if the clear-colored

refugee beans land on your stacks.

Watch the top ot your dungeon for

refugee beans ready to drop.
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owners asked. We listened. Now, it's here.

THE SILVER STAR
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"Guys like Bruce

Smith, Junior Seau,

Reggie White and

Cortez Kennedy. In

Madden '94 all you

get is their numbers. My game's got cool stuff like digitized

player movements, six playable views, speed bursts, a zoom

view and a completely revamped passing game. get

Sega's NFL Football '94 starring, me, Joe Montana.

Hear the play by play commen-

tary. Watch from the new Behind the

Quarterback view. And learn from the

true play calling philosophy of each

NFL team. Just go easy on me. Okay?"

we sweat the details:



ere it is
- pi section - exaciiii what pre telling us shoot pi

fgvoiile games, hottest tips, codes. Mots and hest scores. Ifp hove some-

thing cool good line to shaie with othei Visionaries, seed it to os It's pi

sectioo aod gooi chance to "socio and fell order Visionaries Remember, all

readers mentioned in the Sega Visionaries pages gel a FREE exclnsiie-nol-

available-in-ang-store Sega tisionarii J-soiil loo could get pi name in

print, loot great in a new l-shirl and he famous!

Sega Visions New Logo
Congratulations, Amiri Farris! Your entry in the Siga Visions Mast-

head Challenge has inspired the logo you see on this very issue.

For your winning elfons we are sending you a new Game Gear

and three hot new titles. Thanks for a great job— hope you enjoy!

Jurassic Park (Genesis)

Here are codes forJurassic Pa*

I Velocirapto''sStages
F.» Normal BO

G2.G0014 GZ1G00J5 GMGM36

U1G0016 121G0027 U1G0038

K21G0018 K21G0029 KIGOMA

M21G001A M21G002B WMGOOJC

O21G001C O21G002D 021G003E

For those sadistic players who want an even greater challenge in

SS«,te«h passwords to star, each level with no

I weapons whatsoever:

Grant's Game with No Weapons

Easy Bomal

Level 1

Level 2

Level 3

Level4

Level5

I Level 1

1 Level 2

Level 3

Level 4

] Level5

] lxvel6

Level 7

00000022 00000033

20000024 20000035

40000026 40000037

60000028 60000039

8000003B

00000011

20000013

40000015

60000017

80000019 8000002A ---

A000001B A000002C A000003D

C000001D C000002E C000003F

fcstde ofa bam; Havt a Ion!
mSa' How about jorec on

fe^foryouWwhoXS^^^^""

'PS
Barn-MiMandJaohie Mcyo sumM ,,JJ»
Stebuins. Bowman, »» Wits - ju,„ „ f

Canton, oh

Hot Tob-fflichaBl Payne.I

vltksburg, MS

n \V Overley. Shawnee Mission, KS



~Y>

Jungle Strike (Genesis)

„*„Was^ specBi about theK aAs ^ ™

1. Washington D.C.

2. Sub Attack

3. Training Ground
* Night Strike

5. Puloso City

6. Snow Fortress

7. River Raid
;

[

8. Mountains

9. Return Home
10- Win Screen

Doug Brown, Grand Rapids, 1

B46HKRWT7SW
R46HKRWT7SW
946HKRWT7SW
X6PBV4HPGFR

V46HKRWT7SW
W46HKRWT7SW
T6PBV4HPGFR

746HKRWT7SW
N46HKRWT7SW
L46HKRWT7SW

Y^wcA caught out

I (hi5OB«» anC?*
he7

l-wtonab:**'11501:,,'

""
ground of this

L
. spread.

I
Worid Trophy Soccer (Gefetaf

as Brazil

vs. France (finals)

I Cariora Falcon, Belmont, CA

67ESMTECE
TFEIAATGGG

WJEVAAIIHC

BSRUAATlrIC

^>-\

\ cwrwooil.rA

I
iMlOese-^ _

Tiny Toon Adventures -
Buster's Hidden Treasure

Genesis
Here are all lire passwords for lie Srsi 13 levels of the game Conlinuts
and passwords slop at level 24. Atler tang killed above level 24 you willmum lo level 24 ro slart over agarn (asterisks represent Boss levels)

Plains

Level 1 KBGD LDLL LLLD DDDD LLGD
Level! PBKL LLLD DDGD DLLL DDVD
Level 3 YRBD LDLL DLKL DLLL LLND
Level 4- QVBG DLLL DDBL LDLD DDTG
Forest

Levels TVBK LDDD DDBG LLDL LDTV
Level 6 HBBB LDLD LDBK LLLL LLTN
Level 7 JVBB PDLD LDBB LDDL LDDQ
Level 8 YMBB MLLD DDBB PLLL DDMQ
Level 9* HMBB TLLD LDBB MDLL DDPD
Caves/Desert

Level 10 KBBB TGDL LLBB IDLD LDNG
Level 11 MBBQ HVLL DDBQ HGDD DDDM
Level 12 KHBW HXLD LDBW HYDD DDDP
Level 13« BRBW HXGD LDBQ HXDD DDGN
David Slellmack, Columbus, OH



TO
PREPARE FOR

ETERNAL
CHAMPIONS,

In a fullforce attack. Blade bumtte* Stash ii

China. Leek at tbeae warrior*, they're bate.

A *imp tike Bianka vOutM <t U chant*.

WHEELS.
Chat .»«/ fttv Annq ,1 fro 1 kick* '" the practice mdt
Name another game thai teU v.-« hone fear AM-
kl'.'re thUlle. Don! rack vnr )>nu,x, tbtrr Lmt

IjJou probably aren't prepared for

such an intense fighting game. Few are.

That's why we've included the Holo-

Trainer and Instant Replay, to help

ready you for fierce competition. You'll

battle nine huge warriors, each with

their own martial arts fighting style.

like Jeet Kune Do and Ninjitsu. With

35 killer moves, any of these guys

could kick Guile's butt. Get

good enough and you'll dis-

cover all the cool Overkills.





'

TOTALLY SONIC

V...

n, u
^"'c Sound WattS

you know» g01ng I0 fc 0Ife,™d
,

W* Sroc spmning^^

Blast-Based Bubbles

Some containers, filled with Some's own speeialbubble gum. Hey,

.

might even make you (aster.

Now available In most candy stores.

ya Visions • DecemDet/Januaru 1994



Sing Along with Sonic

Ifvouenw beingasBrasmuch
as Sonic does, you'Move the Miao

Z3plfcffMTr!msm1K,Y„ull be center stage asyousuig

Eto3 favorite radio tunes, lite radio dtps to your belt so

StaXta to boc^e to A. on*Jbeconang famous mate

yLhettdgrowbtgger.don.wony.teheadset^djusmble.

Coining BMslons M«.

The enemy mJJ

S-Personi,
Blaste

"™»»«toi»iontore,

ages6

Sonic Body Art
Tattoo who' Howabouttatto, you, with yourvety own Sonic

luddjTaJs, Rat one on your am., leg, cheek - anywhere you want

Now available in many discount and specialty stores.

Go
Portable

Put this AM/FM Headphone Radio

on and you'll gel your chores

finished at Sonic speeds. It has a

telescopic antenna and a fully

adjustable folding headband. With

easy to use controls and LED indi-

cator light - what else could you

want? (Except maybe to skip the

chores and play video games)

How available in loi slates.

Sega Visions • Decemntrf Januaiq. 1914

Huggable
Sonic

Don't you wish that just once

Sonic would slow down long

enough for you to hang out

together? Well, who knows if that

will ever happen but Caltoy has

managed to capture our little blue

superstars good looks and per-

sonality- in this cuddly plush toy

Now available in maior nil stores.

139



•over 60 levels!

amazing new moves!

US
JC '

L>---'- .

; • 3
! Seven zones, three levels each,WuAl'AAtft

each level in past, present and future time warps

(that's 63, but who's counting?). Heck, we invented

Sonic, but it's even hard for us to keep up with him.

CD GOES SONIC

vertical spin. See Sonic rev his red high tops. See

Sonic grab a pole and fling his way forward.

There sure is plenty to see here.
e little cretin? No, it's

not Sonic on a bad hair day, it's the evil Metal

Sonic. See Sonic race Metal Sonic to rescue

bo what happens when a Hedgehog goes CDr You get totally Princess Salt/.

new adventures. Totally sharper graphics. Totally new moves. Totally Sonic CD Sound Track wit!

QSoundi" Totally incredible levels— 63 of them. Plus a totally special Special Stage. So is this all the

reason you need to get into the Sega CD game system? Totally, yes.



3 There's awesome

scaling and rotation in the bonus zones, so you

can play from Sonic's point of view. You don't get

dizzy easily, do you?

R-!fKSHT?fi?i!!l The good news is that

Sonic CD has the coolest Sonic sound track ever,

composed and produced by Spencer Nilsen.

In QSound'-'
h

surround stereo.

z
LU

I
I—

o

o
u



POWER SHOPPING *"C

SEGA PRODUCTS DIRECT TO YOUR HOME!

Just fill out the order form and send it in.

It's quick, it's easy & it's only from Sega!

CARTRIDGE
GENESIS

»c5^

1703

|
1204
1207

1133

|

1007

1002

1106

1035

1215
1025

1209

1010

t303

I
1105

1135

1032

1200

1012

Alisia Dragoon
Arnold Palmer Golf

Art Alive

Buster Douglas Boxing
California Games
Columns

Cyborg Justice

Fatal Labyrinth

Forgotten Worlds

Galaxy Force II

Ghostbusters
Ghouls 'n Ghosts

Golden Axe
Greendog
Holyfield Boxing
Jewel Master

loe Montana II Football

Kid Chameleon
Last Battle

Mickey Mouse Castle of Illusion

ML8PA Sports Talk Baseball

Pat Riley Basketball

Phantasy Star II

Phantasy Star III

Revenge of Shinobi

Super Monaco GP 2

Shadow Dancer

Shining in the Darkness

6 games in 1 sw (Menacer

Spider-Man

Streets of Rage
Super Monaco GP 1

Sword of Vermilion

Taz-Mania
Tommy Lasorda Baseball

Truxton

Twin Cobra
Wonder Boy in Monster World

GAMEGEAR

2401

2312

2307

2302

2315

2.3 ](,

2304

2203

Chessmaster

Clutch Hitter

Columns

G-Loc

Halley Wars

Mickey Mouse Castle of Illusion

Ninja Gaiden

Psychic World

Putt & Putter

Revenge of Drancon

Slider

Solitaire Poker

Super Monaco

Woody Pop

27.50

36.95

36?^

36.95

19.99

31.95

31.95

25.00

36.95

31.95

25.00

19.99

II Send all orders to:

a or America

Attn: Paris Order Dept.

3335 Arden Road

Ha/ward, CA 94545

J Visa or

Credit Card # _
Expiration Date

Please allow 4-6 we ar delivery All orders subject to availability.



FUN FLAVORS!

Now!
SEGA's

Peel-Outs
on Fruit

Roll-Ups!

Enter The "Be President Of SEGA For One Day Sweepstakes"
No Purchase necessary. Void where prohibited. Lasl doy lo eater shall he December 31, 1994. See Package lor Details.
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.f-^p&^r

ze flattens Galsia

r karate chop.

\maai

Electro Brain's Best of the

ship Karate
"1



cial Champ
Ryu takes a bite out of

Urn

IP

it »JWk\
~mmc

f?\
*«! "

1

'^yaiwi

thumbs. You're in the

regular controller doesn't h

of shape. It's not exactly a fair fight, but who

FOR SEGA GENESIS"



TECMO SPORTS
E2aa

The Greatest Sports Games
are from Tecmo.

REAL TEAMS!
REAL PLAYERS!

REAL SPORTS!
masx 51993 NFLP

I SUPER BOWL and NFL Shield Design are

trademarks of the National Football League.

©1993NFLPA
Officially Licensed Product of the National Football

League Players Association.

The individual NBA Member Team Marks

reproduced in or on this product are trademarks

which are the exclusive property of the respective

Member Teams and may rot be used without the

written consent of NBA Properties, Inc.

© 1993 NBA Properties, Inc.

Licensed by Sega Enterprises Ltd. for play on the Sega'" Genesis™ System. Sega and Genesis are trademarks of Sega Enterprises Ltd.

©TECM0.LTD.1993 TECMO® is a registered trademark of Tecmojnc,

ft
mil
PRODUCT,



Our goal is to try and preserve classic videogame magazines

from years gone by before they are lost forever.

Thanks goes out to all the people who make this possible.

From the original editors and writers,

to everyone involved in acquiring and digitizing these magazines.

People interested in helping us out, in whatever way possible.

Either by donating classic magazines, scanning, editing or distributing them,

visit us at http://www.retromags.com

We are only interested in preserving classic magazines

that are at least S years out ofprint.

We have no desire or intention to profit from these in any way.

So please, ifyou come across people trying to sell these releases, don't support them!

Thank You and ENJOY!

$&A&IC£


